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1.1 Project Summary
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has established
the Regional Remote Sensing Applications Program to develop the institutional
I
environments and techricsl capabilities within state and local governments for
the interpretation and use of satellite remote sensing data in routine operations.
Under this program, responsibilities are regionally distributed among three
NASA field centers:
I • the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) in Greenbelt, Maryland
• The National Space Technology Laboratories (NSTL) in Bay St. Louis,
Mississippi
Io The Ames Research Center (ARC) in Sunnyvale, California
l	 the Regional Program is designed to accomplish its goals through the use
of orientation programs, training activities, applicaticn demonstrations, and
technical assistance. Of these approaches, "demonstration projects are the
r	 key element of the program, providing state and local governments with the
opportunities to become familiar with data processin g and analysis techniques
in their own operational settings, aad to applv this knowledge to their own
1 /
information needs."
In August, 1977, Public Technology, Tnc. (PTI) proposed to the Eastern
Regional Remote Sensing Applications Center (ERRSAC) at Goddard Space Flight
Center to coordinate and manage a 15 month experimental Local Governments
Landsat Applications Program. The purpose of the program was to formul<<te
policy recommendations for transferring remote sensing technologies to local
11
govern:.ients.
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Local planners from five jurisdictions were trained to perform digital
image analysis of Landsat multispectral imagery. The cities selected applications
based on local needs, priorities, and interests; and conducted application
demonstration projects under realistic operational conditions with minimal
technical assistance. Project costs were shared by the cities and NASA. The
cities commited personnel time and computer terminals, while NASA provided the
training, processing time, long distance telephone lines, satellite data and
travel.
1.2 Descrip tion of Technologies
Remote sensing is the science and art of acquiring information about material
objects or phenomena from measuremevz& lade at a distance, without coming inro
physical contact with the objects. The utilization of remote sensed data for
purposes of resource planning or management requires several technologies, each
involving its own theories, inst...ments, and tech'•1 4 -ugs. 'Tuecr	 orp Combin
in a total management information syste.n. These technologies can be grouped into
three general areas as follows:
1. Data Collection - sensors, platforms, communications, and data
disse.:.ination.
2. Data Anal,:sis - ccrr, • ction, enhancement, pattern recognition,
identification, measurement, cartographic presentation.
3. Data Use - data integration, information storage
	 retrieval,
modeling, decision support methods.
	 I
The Landsat earth resources satellites developed by NASA are a data collection
a	 technaiogy. The ORSER digital developed by the Office for Remote Sensing of Envi-
ro wnental Resources is a d,lLa processing system used for data analysis technology.
Several data use technologies have been developed by investigators and Landsat
users, many of them supported by NASA gran's or contracts. Both Landsat and ORS£R
1-3
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Table 1.1 List of Local Government Participants
Atlanta, Georgia
Collier Gladdin, Director, areau of Planning
ti
rllatar Harmon, Assistant Zoning Administrator
	 .
Steve Grilli, Zoning Assistant
Henrico County, Virginia
Robert J. Dahlstedt, Planning Director, County Planning Office
Cheryl Evans, County Planner
Lawrence O'Keefe, Technology Agent
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Perry 1 . vig, City Planner
Norman Yarosh, Technology Agent
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Norman Standerfer, Planning rirector, City Planning Department
Roy Reynolds, Senior Planner
Gerald Johnson, Planning Assistant
James Carter, Assistant Cit y "..zager, Technology Agent
San Jose, Cal ifornta
John Berg, Planner, City Planning Department
Gary Zcuzoulas, Of f ice of Science and Technology
*Monroe Postman, Technolnev Agent
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have been described in detail elsewhere,	 but are briefly described below.
Application technologies used by the local governments involved in the program
are described in Section 3 of this report.
1.2.1 Landsat Earth Resources Observation Satellite
The Landsat program to date consists of three expetiemental satellites devel-
oped by the NASA Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS) program r.nd jointly
operated by NASA. and the Earth Resources Observation Systems (EROS) Program of
the U.S. Geological Survey. Landsat-1 was launched July 23, 1972 and operated
until January 6, 1978. Landsat-2 was launched January 22, 1975 and is still
operating. Landsats 1 and 2 are identical in terms of the data they produce.
Landsat-3, launched March 5, 1978 has the same orbital characteristics as Landssts
1 and 2 but a slightly mod'-fled sensor system.
The primary image producing sensor onboard Landsat is the multispectral
scanner (MSS). This electronic s y stem collects ra.Jiorietric data in four 	 I
spectral bandwidths (or channels) - two in the visible portion of the spectrum
at .5 - .t , microns (green) and .6 . - .7 microns (red), and two in the reflective
near infrared at .7 - .8 microns and . g - 1.1 microns. The Landsat-3 MSS ha,
an additional channel in the thermal (a) infrared at 10.4 - 12.6 microns.
The data are either directl y te l emetered to U.S. ground data acquisition stations
in Alaska. California, and Maryland or to foreign receiving stations, or stored
on tape until the satellite c,mes within receivintz range of a ground station.
At the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, the managing center of the Landsat
program, the satellite signals are converted into .ln image format. For each
of
	
n image is produced of each of the four spectral bands (Figure 1.2).
A Landsat image c-v.-rs 115 x 115 stati ► te mtles. The nominal spatial resuliltion
of tho	 i` 't)our `	 ^etor-z ( 2 0. 0 foet ) . equivalent to a Picture el. ont
(pix 1) of a;- 1lroxlmately 1.1 acres.
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Images of the individual MSS bands can normally be obtained as either
prints or transparancies at scales ranging from 1:3,369,000 (2 X 2 inches) up
to 1:250,000 (29.2 x 29.2 inches). Color images called "color composites" are
produced by combining three , of the MSS bands in registration and sequentially
exposing them through appropriate color filters onto color film (Figure 1.2).
By convention the colors are usually selected to give the same appearance
as color infrared photography. These are called "false color" because there
is no natural blue color. In these false color composites vegetation appears
red; water dark blue; and urban areas blue-gray. Resource information can
be interpreted from these single band or color composite images manually in
much the same way as aerial photographs are interpreted.
The radiometric information from the MSS sensors can also be stored on
computer compatible tapes (CCT's). The data on these CCT's can be combined,
manipulated, and processed by computer systems to enhance certain image
characteristics which are then recorded on film, or to extract thematic infor-
mation which is reproduced as maps or statistical tabulations.
In late 1981, NASA plans to launch a fourth Landsat satellite incorporating
a new 7-channel multispectral sensor system called the Thematic `tapper, together
with a 4-channel multispectral scanner (MSS) similar to those on Landsats 1 and 2.
The Thematic Mapper will provide higher spatial resolution (0.2 acres) and
other improvements expected to result in better identification and classification
of agricultural and geologic resources.
1.2.2 ORSER Digital Data Processing Svstem
The Office for Remote Sensing of Earth Resources (ORSER) of the Space
Science and Engineering Laborator y ( SSF.L) at Pennsvlvania State Universitv
1-7
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has developed an extensive computer software system for processing and analyzing
Landsat and similar multispectral data. The automatic data processing equipment
used in the ORSER system is primarily located at the Pennsylvania State University
Computation Center. A Remote Job Entry (RJE) sys`em permits university and
non-university users to use an IBM 370!168 computer (now an IBM System 3033) from
any compatible remote terminal, including equipment tied in by long-distance tele-
phone lines.
No program card decks are needed to operate the ORSER system. The MSS
data processing programs are kept in file libraries on the main computer.
MSS data are imput from magnetic tapes which along with "user-owned" working
tapes, are managed by the Computation Center. Computer files for building
program control information or for storing output are available to the user.
The preparation of program control specifications ' by a user operating from a
RJE terminal is accomplished by conversationally editting a stored file
containing IB`1 job control language (JCL) statements. Each ORSER program ac-
cepts the input control specifications, processes the MISS data according to these
specifications, and outputs the results to the user's RJE terminal. The ORSER
programs are queued with the programs of other Computation Center users and are
processed in batch mode in order of entry and priority . Typical turn-around
time from an RJE terminal is 2 to 10 minutes depending on the size of the
program and the number of other users on the system.
The ORSER system was developed for use by a variety of remote sensing re-
searchers. As such, the procedures for using the ORSER programs for specific
applications and type of data are established by the individual user. A
generalized processing procedure as shown in Figure 1..3 onsists of the following
steps:
1-8
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SUBSETTING - an image area of interest is selected and
reformatted into a common ORSER program format.
GEOMETRIC CORRECTION - MSS data are resampled, rotated, and
scaled to register with a map.
IMAGE ENHANCEMENT - NSS response values are transformed by ratioing
channels, averaging channels, linear translation, or
principle components of the channels (optional).
STATISTICAL TRAINING - multivariate statistics of MSS values
computed for training areas defined from image
brightness and local uniformity maps.
	 .i
CLASSIFICATION - an algorithm is used to assign picture elements
into categories based on the MSS response v.•ilues
of the element and the multivariate statistics of
the categories.
OUTPUT - classification map is printed in floor on a line printer
or formated for display on a plotter, film recorder,
or a color CRT.	 I
The outputs of the ORSER programs consist primarily of statistics,
character maps, and summaries which the user can store as computer files or
print on a RJE terminal. The programs are couched in a multivariate statistics
framework; i.e., each pict • ire element (pixel) is treated as a vector of P
variable, where P is the number of MSS channels, and the vector endpoint
is determined by the MSS response values (gra y levels). Many of the programs
coripute the Euclidean distance between two vectors; i.e., the distance between
the vector endpoints.
ri	 The ORSER system of programs are available from the Office for Remote
Sensing of Earth Resources at Penns y lvania State Universit y for a charge of
$700. As of November, 1977, the complete system had been supplied to fourteen
other universities, federal agencies, foreign governments, and private research;
1'+	 consulting firms.
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All participating jurisdictions developed sufficient basic internal
capabilities to suggest that local planners could be trained tc, process
Landsat data. Institutionalization of self-sufficien-. remote sensing pro-
grams would require an additional 1-2 years to complete. The PSU/ORSER
zourse was effective in training the local planners to.process Landsat data,
but continuous training mechanisms are required to develop sufficient pro-
ficiency. Forms of personal contact were most effective in training local 	 01
planners. Additional statistical training and/or assistance was needed to
provide the pianners with stronger understandings of the Landsat processing
techniques. Also more extensive documentation which does not assume pre- 	 r
vious computer or remote sensing experience was needed.
Landsat data produces land cover information which cannot generally
be used as a substitute for urban land use information. ' Lack of proven
applications and decisions support models for using land cover information
in local land use planning were a major limitation in the participants'
ability to utilize the Landsat derived information. Other problems in-
eluded the resolution and uncorrected geometric errors in the Landsat data.
it.	 Landsat appears to be applicable for calibrating urban hydrologic models
of stormwater runoff, flooding, and water quality; conducting vacant land	 i
inventories and vegetation analyses; and producing regional scale Level I
land cover classifications. Landsat may also be applicable for monitoring
land use changes at the urban fringe but operational procedures for accom-
plishing this have not vet been developed.
{I	 i4cal planners can operate digital image information extraction systems.
However local governments' capabilities for suppertir.g and maintaining these
1-11
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systems is limited. Existing image information extraction systems are
designed primarily for remote sensing researchers, and are not attuned to
the needs of local planning agencies.
Institutionally, the greatest issue inhibiting the transfer of satellite
remote sensing to local governments is the lack of a packaged methodology
for applying the Landsat data to solve a major problem facing local officials.
Local r4fi,:ials could perceive that Landsat had much potential for helping
them so !-,,e l,,cal planning problems, but the technical process through which
the Landsat data would be brought to bear was ambiguous. The lack of a
packaged applications methodology was a major factor restricting the local
resources committed to the Landsat project by the local governments.
Within local governments, the scattered, uncoordinated nature of mapping
and land use information functions, lack of "slack resources," and limited
data processing capabilities are major institutional factors which limit the
transferability of satellite remote sensing technologies. Development
and transfer of geographic-based information systems (GBIS's) capable of
integrating remote sensing data with other data sources and local ad-
ministrative records would increase local governments' abilities to
utilize remote sensing data.
The remote sensing transfer process should emphasize well-defined benefits
of remote sensing applications; provision of sufficient technical assistance to 	 I
enable adaptation of the technology to local needs and constraints; inclusion
of top-level local decision makers in establishing local project goals, and
ti
capacity building of sufficient local personnel to enable self-su-*aining
program continuation.
1-12
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1.4 Summary of Recommendations
Major policy recommendations resulting from the Local Governments Land-
sat Applications Program are:
1. Establishment of a Local Governments Space Technology Applications
Program to develop the awareness of local elected officials and
key decision-makers of the capabilities and benefits of space
technology including remote sensing, and involve them in planning
for future space programs.
2. Initiation of an Urban Management Information Systems Program to
research, develop, and test urban applications of remote sensing
for managing urban land resources.
3. Support for the development and/or transfer of geographic-based
information systems enabling local governments to better coor-
dinate, manage, and apply land use information.
4. .Development of a Remote Sensing Project Manager's Guide and other
user documentation to assist local managers to conduct remote sensing
projects and implement operational remote sensing programs.
5. Continue to provide local and state government personnel with remote
sensing and information systems training.
6. Package proven remote sensing applications for transfer. Two urban
applications of Landsat should be documented: calibration of hydro-
logic models and change detection.
7. Development and testing of low-cost operational user oriented infor-
mation extraction systems including utilization of digitally, enhanced
photographic images, microcomputer based image analysis systems, and
integrated information extracrion/geographic information systems.
1-1^
i8. Demonstration and assessment of a variety of transfer arrange-
ments for utilizing satellite remote sensing in local governments.
9. Development of a structured process for local and state governments
to procure remote sensing services and products from private industry.
10. Utilization of a local project team approach in remote sensing
demonstration and transfer project.
11. Provision of technical assistance to local governments in adapting
remote sensing technolgoy to local needs and constraints.
ORIGINAL 
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2.1 Background
In 1974, PTI surveyed t h e technology agents in the 27 jurisdictions
participating in the Urban Technology System (UTS) on potential applications
of remote sensing technology (Table 2.1). Twenty-four applications were
identified in seven general areas: land use, land use change, water resources,
water quality, environmental assessment, air quality, and updating population
information. Subsequently, under contract to t!,e I.iform.tion Transfer Laboratory
(Intralab) at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center, PTI formed a Remote Sensing
Applications Requirements Committee to study the feasibility of utilizing
NASA developed satellite remote sensing and digital image processing tech-
nologies for these needs. The Committee consisted of technology agents and
management personnel from five jurisdictions: Atlanta,.Georgia; Henrico
County, Virginia; Independence, Missouri; Minneapolis, Minnesota; and San
Jose, California.
A six t:onth pilot study was conducted usine San .Tote aG the lopri QirP,
A local planner was trained to interpret Landsat data with the ORSER system
via a remote computer terminal which was installed in the city planning
department. The results of the pilot study showed that this approach was
technically feasible and the Committee recommended the program be expanded
to all five sites so they could evaluate the applicability of the Landsat
data and digital image processing techniques to local problems.1
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URBAN REMOTE SENSING APPLICATIONS IDENTIFIED
UTS TECHNOLOGY AGENTS, 1974
LAND USE
• Reduce Time and Cost to Prepare Land Use Maps
• Map Generalized Urban Patterns
• Provide Non-Site Specific Land. Use Information
• Urban Form Analysis/Urban Blight
LAND USE CHANGE
• Agricultural To Urban Land Conversion
• Monitor Urban Expansion
• Determine Effectiveness of Growth Control Techniques
WATER RESOURCES
• Map Inland Wetlands
• Flood Damage, Channel Changes
• Floodplain Mapping
• Drainage Patterns and Networks
• Ground Water Resources and Usage in Arid Regions
WATER QUALITY
• Early Detection and Tracking of Red Tide
• Identify Point and Non-Point Water Pollution Sources
• River and .T_:ke Water Quality
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
• Environmental Change Due to Development of Large
Facilities (Reservoirs, Recreation Areas)
• Environmental I,:. ac:. Off: PcLi ar Generating Pants
• Existing and Potential Open Space
• Inventory of Trees
AIR QUALITY
• Map Patterns, Densities, and Flow of Point and Vehicular
Created Emissions
• Impact of Power Generating Plant Emissions (71y Ash)
UPDATE POPULATION INFORMATION
• Population Estimates
• Monitor Urban Growth
• Land Use Densities
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2.2 Purpose and Objectives
The overall purpose of the Local Government Landsat Applications was to
formulate policy recommendatio 	 for transferring Landsat technology to local
and state governments. Particular emphasis was placed on identifying and
understanding the institutional factors within the users' or g anizations and
within the users' environment which will influence the potential transfer-
ability of Landsat and its related technologies. Issues to be evaluated in-
cluded:
1. Can local governments del elop an internal ca pability to understand
and utilize Landsat data?
2. For what applications important to local planning is Landsat suited.?
3. Can low cost digital image processing systems be used in operational
local government remote sensing programs?
4. What are the organizational and institutional issues influencing the
transferability of Landsat'.
5. What methodr can be used effectively to transfer L ndsat technology
to local governments'?
2.3 Approach
In order to develop the internal capabilities of local governments to
handle and evaluate Landsat data, it was recognized that the participants
would require: (1) trainin4 of local personnel; (_) a low-cost digital
imaging processing system; and (3) technical assistance.
'	 2.3.1 Re-note Ser. c ine Training
Training was provided by the Office for Remote. Sensing of Earth Resources
(ORSER) at PennsvIvania State Universit y . Each jurisdiction sent one
represen t 	1 t%o-wcok- 5 ,_'cte loo-, :. . 5hort k:ourt,'. Tho first :eek of
2-3
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the course dealt primarily with the principles of remote sensing and the ORSER
programs, and the second week with applying the ORSER programs to Landsat
scenes of each city. The format of the course involved both lectures and
laboratory exercises. During the first week the laboratory exercises used a
i
i
	
1	 Landsat scene, aerial photographs, topographic map3. and collateral data of a
test site selected by the Office for R emote Sensing; during the second week
each participant worked with Landsat imagery selected by NASA-ERRSAC of his
or her jurisdiction.
2.3.2 Digital Image Processing Svstem
The ORSER digital data processing system was selected for t-he Program
because it could be easily installed in each of the participants' planning
departments; required minimal special equipment to use; software and data
files could be maintained at a central facility and would not have to he
installed locally ; and the ERRSAC staff had previous experience in using
tha system. The ORSER system operates in remote batch mode on an IBM 370/
168 at Pennsylvania State Universit y . Access is throuc.h kevboard teleprinter or
CRT display terminals connected to the computer via low-speed dial-up
telephone lines.	 SN• stcm cap.ibilittes include data form.itting; merging.
scaling and rotation; data transformation; training site selection; statistical
signature extraction; canonical :inalvSis: Lhcmatic claS;iliLation; and map
comparison. Classification can be performed using Euclidean distance, angular
soparition. parallelepiped, or clustering algorithms. Principle outputs are
statistics and line printing character maps, although film recorder, line
plotter, and color CRT display s .ire also possible.
2-4
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SCHEDULE FOR PSU /ORSER SHIRT COURSE
ON
REMOTE SENSING, OCTOBER 31 TO NOVEMBER 11,	 1977
Day Activity Format
1 Introduction and purpose of course L
History of remotes sensinq L
Electromagnetic spectrum, 	 energy/matter
interactions, spectral signatures L
Landsat MSS sensors and products L
2 ORSER System computing environment L
Linear algebra L
ORSER programs SUBSL•'T, TPINFO,	 RJE P
3 ORSER programs N^1AP, UM.1P,	 STATS, USTATS L, P
J Pattern recog nition L
ORSER program I:LASS L, P
5 Applications:	 Urban,	 Ayriculturo,	 Forestry,
Land Use [.
ORSER program CLUS L, P
6 Geometric Correction L
ORSER programs GMCI.ASS,	 SLT1,,;M P
Practi.:um wing city data	 topon	 laL l P
Photo	 stereoscopy L, P
Photoanalysis,	 photogranunet.ry L, P
D ►,;ital L
Open lab P
► Oroun.i	 truth	 upport ,	 mission planning L
Data	 I a ss.	 ;,	 mu Itist Aq, , 	 mu1tz.latt ,	::a•::;,ling I,
Open lab P
10 Or,wr in.:	 v,-t . ;. ► t	 :.it . ► L
Proc:essi ►►y	 eOscs I
Open Lab P
Legend: L s Lecture
P	 Pr.hct i.•um
.-5
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2.3.3 Technical Assistance
Technical assistance was provided by PTI's Project Coordinator and
ERRSAC's support contractor Computer Science Corporation (CSC). Principal
means of assistance was through regular telephone contacts. Computer termi-
nals at both PTI and ERRSAC were used to analyie problems with ORSER
programs. A series of technical notes was established to notify participants
about common questions; a total of ten technical notes were prepared during
the Program. Finally, participants could request on-site assistance with
training, project organization, or problems which could not be resolved •.,ia
the telephone or remote terminal.
7.3.4 Other Characteristics of Approach
Other key characteristics of the Pro-ram methodology included:
• Cost Sharing -- in order to provide fo*r a more realistic market
test of Landsat data applications, the local government partici-
pants committed staff time and the cost of the com puter terminals
to the project. NASA contributed the training, com puter processing
time, telephone charves, and travel.
• Program 'Management and Coordination -- provided by PTI which has
ex.ensive experience in managing user needs asses rent and
technology applications programs with local governments.
• Networking -- t., enable the participants to share their experiences,
r.
	 provide for aggregation of common needs, and allow potential expan-
sion to other cities and counties. The project utilized the existing
technology network of the Urban Technology System and PTI subscribers
who were kept informed of the progress of the project through network	 r.
I.
"_'-b
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2.4 Schedule and Milestones
The schedule for the Local Governments Landsat Applications Program is
shown in Figure 2.1. The eighteen month project was organized in three
broad phases each lasting approximately six months. First was the capacity
building phase during which local personnel received training, remote computer
terminals were installed in each city, demonstration project objectives
established, demonstration plans developed, and resources and collateral
data obtained and organized. The second phase was the demonstration projects
phase during which the Landsat data were analyzed and applied to local planning
issues. The last phase was the evaluation and report writing phase during
which the cities were surveyed regarding the results they had obtained, the
impacts of the project, the problems encountered, and the requirements needed
to proceed to a transfer phase.
Major project milestones were:
• Remote Sensing Training Course, October. 31 to November 11, 1977,
given by the Office for Remote Sensing of Environmental Resources
(ORSER) at Pennsylvania State University.
• First Project Review Meeting, `larch 28-30, 1978, at NASA's Goddard
Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Mary land. Capacity building phase
essentially completed; application demonstration phase under way.
• April 1978, inputs made to the Inter overnmental Science, En zineerinz
and Technology Advisory Panel (ISETAP) Natural Resource and Environ-
ment Task Force study on State and Local Government Perspectives on
a Landsat Information Svstem.-
• Second Project Review Meeting, September 28-29, 1978, at NASA's Earth Re-
scurces	 in Slidell, Louisiana. Pc::onstrition p ,
 'ects co-- eft-'
o- near completion; evaluation and report writing phase begun.
• November 1978, Atlanta, Oklahoma City, and San Jose submit recommenda-
tions and requirements to cont'.nue program-into-transfer phase to the 	 l
Eastern Regional Remote Sensing Applications Center.
I
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3.0 LOCAL GOVERNMENT EXTERIENCE
Five local governments - Atlanta, Georgia, Henrico County, Vriginia,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, Oklahoma City, Oklaiu,ma, and San Jose, California -
agreed with NASA and PTI to commit local resources and time to test the applicability
and feasibility of Landsat satellite remote sensing and digital image pro-
cessing technologies for local land use planning. Local planners from each
jurisdiction were to receive training in remote sensing and operation of a
computer image processing system. Each jurisdiction was to develop an internal
capability for processing satellite data and conduct demonstration application
projects for a 15 month test period.
In this section the experience of the "local governement participants is
discussed. To provide background for the Landsat applications the characteris-
tics of each jurisdiction are discussed, including: the organization, size,
and mission of the local planning departments; purpose,^history, and land use
planning processes; and the planning information needs and methods. The objec-
tives, approach, results, and assessments of the local Landsat demonstration
projects are discussed.
In Section 4 a longer case study of Oklahoma City is presented. Oklahoma
City with its large geographic area (621 square miles) and large amounts of
undeveloped land is t ypical of local government jurisdictions which could
best utilize Landsat remote sensing. ; 1 oreover, the institutional arrangements
establis~ed during the Landsat project suggest several factors and	 issues
important to transferring satellite remote sensing applications to local govern-
ments.
C'
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3.1 Atlanta, Georgia 	 COLOR	 PH
In January 1974, Atlanta's city government was restructured under a new
charter from the Georgia General Assembly. The new charter enacted a strong-
mayor form of government and provided for members of the policymaking City
Council to be elected by districts rather than at-large. Through a companion
Reorganization Ordinance, the administration functions of 26 departments were
consolidated into nine departments. Each department is headed by a Commissioner
appointed by the Mayor and confirmed by the City Council.
One new agency created by the administrations consolidation was the Depart-
ment of Budget and Planning. The Department is mandated with preparing the Compre-
hensive Development Plan and the Executive Budget, administering the zoning ordin-
ance, and preparing special studies for the Mayor and Chief Admirlistrative Officer.
(CAO). The Department is divided into two bureaus, each headed by a Director,
The Bureau of Budget Policy and Evaluation and . the Bureau of Planning.
The Atlanta Bureau of Planning is organized into three divisions - Soci'al
and Economic Planning, Physical Planning, and Zoning Administration - plus
administrative support and research and information support groups (Table 3.1).
The two planning divisions are further broken down into nine program sections
corresponding with elements of the Comprehensive Development Plan. The Bureau
of Planning is responsible for preparing the Comprehensive Development Plan,
implementing the neighborhood planning process, preparing special studies and
reports for the Mayor and City Council, and administering the City's zoning and
y	 subdivision ordinances. In fiscal year 1978, the Bureau had 64 positions and
an operating budget of $674,873.
The 1974 Atlanta City Charter mandates that planning be an integral part
of the City's administration. The Charter mandates the Mayor to "have a Compre-
I
hensive Development Plan of the Citv of Arinnra prepared and maintained to be
j
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used as a guide for the growth and development I the City.	 The Com
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Development Plan must "set forth the comprehensive development goals, policies
and objectives for both the city and for individual geographic areas and
communities within the city, and ... identify general location, character and
extent of streets and thoroughfares, parks, recreation facilities, sites for
public buildings and structures, city and privately owned utilities, transporta-
tion systems, and facilities, housing, community facilities, future land use for
	
I-	 all classifications, and such other elements, features and policies as will provide
for the improvement of the city ... ov r.r a 15, 5 and 1 year period." The CDP is
annually presented to the City Counci: for adoption before budget preparation
begins in July. Charter provisions stip:?ate that the approved Plan "shall
be used as guide for preparation of the C.ty's Capital Improvement Program and
Capital Budget." The CDP is. therefore, the legal guide for formulating budget
policy and allocation of resources. Each operating City department contributes
input in the form of goals, policies, objectives, suggested programs and projects,
and projected funding sources.
The Charter also mandates that citizens be provided an opportunity for
involvement in the planning process 	 The Neighborhood Planning Ordinance, enacted
in 1974, directed the Bureau of Planning to establish I-oundaries for the designa-
tion of 24 Neighborhood Planning Units (NPU). an NPU is defined by the ordinance
as a "geographic area either with disting ,lishing characteristics or in which
residents have a sense of identity and a commonality of perceived interests."
Under the ordinance Neighborhood Planning Committees (NPC) advise the Department
of Budget and Plannin¢ in t... preparation of each year's CDP. The NPC's are
assisted by NPU Planning Teams consisting of two planners each from the two
planninr. 3i •:isions of the Bureau of Planning The Neighborhood Planning Process
ORIGINAL QUALITY
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was initiated in 1975. First year objectives were the formation of the 24
NPC's; second year objectives, development of "sketch plans" for each NPU; third
E -	 year objectives, nrepar.e "definitive" plans to be phased into the Comprehensive
Development Plan and Capital Improvement Plan Process for fiscal year 1978-79.
The purpose of the Atlanta Landsat program was to "examine ways to utilize
Landsat information to improve the performance _of city departments without
incurring large data collection costs." Several potential applications were
identified:
• Preparation of land cover maps to indicate existing land use conditions
in the Neighborhood Planning Units. These could be used to aid in the
determination of future planning objectives.
• Monitoring land use changes upstream of the city limits to predict
run-off and flooding potentials.
• Land cover inventory of Atlanta' s proposed Great Park. The Great
Park is currently a long stretch of vacant freeway righr-of-way.
The ground cover inventory coul.' potentially aid in the design of the park.
• Tree cover inventory
 of f_orested and %Jooded areas in Atlanta. This
information could potentially be used to schedule leaf pick-up trucks
in the Autumn.
The Landsat Project was assigned to wistar Harmon, Assistant Zoning Ad-
ministrator, in the Zoning Administration Division of the Planning Bureau.
Initial efforts were planned to focus on developin g procedures and a gereral
familiarity with Landsat and the URSER processing system by preparing landcover
maps of selected NPU's. Pro g ress was inhibited, however, by the lack of time that
Harmon was free to devote to the project -- .-ibout 2 to 4 hours per week. In May , two
additional persons were hirE! in the Zoning Division, enabling Harmon to spend
1 •t	 more time on the project. One of the new zoning assistants, Steve Grilli, had
a good understanding of statistics which speeded up tht• prOCLSS of dc':vlopin,;
I i	 procedures for selecting multispectral signatures.
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The final results include the NPU land cover map for the Buckhead, Lenox-
I
Phipps area shown in Figure 3.1. Categories are: kesidential (yellow); High
density residential (tan); commercial/industrial (red); public open space and
institutional (green); undeveloped (white); and water (blue). The Lai.dsat map
compares closely to the Five Year Land Use Plan shown in Figure 3,2. Major
differences are in the specific residential density values used in the Five Year
Plan and the detail in commercial ari industrial uses. When ground-truthed with
existing land cover, the Landsat classification was estimated to be 90 percent
accurate but no confidence levels were estimated.
One advantage of Landsat digital mapping is that large areas can be classified
once an initial area has been interpreted. The Landsat multispectral signatures
used to classify the Buckhead, Lenox-Phipps NPU were also used to produce a
city-wide lant. cover map (Figure 3.3). There is no city land use or cover map
to compare with the Landsat classification. The Landsat map gives an accurate
regional overview of urban de-elopment in Atlanta. It was not possible to ob.tafn
land cover area tabulations for either the NPU or city, because she ORSER system
has no practical mechanism for specifying the irrcgular boundaries of the \PL' or
city limits.
The Landsat research had a direct effect of focazing at.ention on the bureau
of Planning on its need for greater data coordination. Interest in developing
an automated data base and mapping system was revived as a result of the Bureau's
involvement with Landsat. Also, Bureau personnel developed a greater understanding
of computer precessing techniques and equipment, enabling then to make recommenda-
tions for developing an automated mapping system. In Yovember, 1978 the Cit y Council
created a new position of senior cartographer in the Bureau of Planning with respon-
sibilities for assisting in the development of an automated mapping system and in-
vestigating additional Landsat application-, and the Cit y
 has prenarcd nrnnc+salc
seeking funs to support these two objectives.
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3.2 Henrico County, Virginia	 POOR QUALITY
C L Henrico County, Virginia, is a rapidly urbanizing suburban county.
i
Between 1950 and 1960 its populatio:. increased 105 percent, and between
1960 and 1970 it increased 32 percent again to 154,364. Its share of the
it	 region's population has increased from 16 percent to 30 percent in twenty
i years. By 1990 Henrico's population in projected to exceed that of the
City of Richmond and all of the othor jurisdictions in the Richmond SMSA.
The portion of the metropolitan work force working in Henrico is predicted to
increase from 16 to 25 percerr. This growth will mean 86,000 new people and
48,000 new dwelling units.
To deal with the clanging zharacter of the County and to plan for ef-
ficient growth, the County in 1974 published a Land Use Plan as a guide for
I I
	development through 1995. The Plan has three parts: (1) Goals, Objective Areas,
and Policies indicating the intent of the Plan; (2) the Plan 1-lap delineating the
extent, size, and general location of each land use; and (3) the Phasing Plan
proposing the appropriate timing of development in the county. The Land Use
Plan is one element of a Comprehensive Plan as required by Virginia Commonwealth
law and Federal funding regulations.
The 1974 Plan calls for 21,677 acres of new development. Most of this new
development would be residential areas. The biggest percent increase, however,
would be for the accuisition of a sys`em of county parks and open spaces (1,346
percent). According to the Plan, Henrico County in 1955 will be 37 percent urban
or built up, 12 percent will be !:eld in conservation and 49 percent will be vacant
or used for agriculture. Development is to be phased in four Objective Areas:
Developed, Transitional, Expansion, and Outlying.
. 1
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TABLE	 3.3
Land Use Plan Land Use Change Projections, 1973-1995
(acres and percent of County)
Acres Percent
19 7 3 1995 Changed Change
21,462 34,893 +13,431 62.5
(13.7) (22.3)
2,011 3,946 + 1,935 96.2
(1.3) (2.5)
3,002 5,179 + 2,177 72.5
(1.9) (3.3)
8,614 10,164 + 1,550' 18.0
(5.5) (6.5)
192 2,776 .+ 2,584 1345.8
(0.1) (r.8)
19,450 19,450• ---- ----
(12.5) (12.5)
101,570 79,893 -21,677 -21.3
(65.0) (51.1)
156,301 156,301 21,677 13.9
(100.0) (100.0)
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Public & Semi Public
Active Recreation
Environmental
Protection
Agriculture and
Vacant
TOTAL
The Henrico County Plannin g Office was responsible for preparing the
1974 Plan and background studies which support the plan. The Planning Office
has major responsibilities in the implementation of the Plan policies through
the administration of the County zoning ordinance and subdivision codes;
preparation of other elements of the Comprehensive Development Plan
lice 1:1 ^r^	 1 1_
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capital improvements budgets; and preparation of an annual State of the
Land Use Plan report. The Planning Office is organized into two functional
units and an administrative unit under a Planning Director appointed by the
County Manager (Table 3.4). . The Current Planning Section has responsibility
for daily administration of procedures for rezoning, subdivision of land,
places of development, use permits, and zoning appeals, as well as the
enforcement of the zoning and subdivision or ordinances. The Advance
Planning Section prepares land use, transportation, open space, public
facilities, and housing plans; conducts small area studies and special
studies for the County Manager and Board of Supervisors; and provides data
monitoring. In fiscal year 1977-78, the Planning Office had a staff of 29 -
12 planners, 10 technicians, 7 clerical; No increase in staff was approved in
fiscal year 1978-79. The goals developed by the Henrico Planning Office for
the Landsat Applicat.ons Program were: 	 .
• To familiarize Count y personnel with Landsat capabilities
• To acquire a working knowledge of Landsat data processing
• To produce a land cover classified map of the County
• To evaluate the capabilities of transferring Landsat land cover
to drainage basin model and/or computerized data base systens.
• To evaluate other applications of Landsat data to the County.
Responsibilit y for the Project was assitned to Chervl Evans a planner
+	 from the Advanced Planning Section responsible for the Office's statistical
monitorin;;. initial procL—,sinv efforts were hampered by a problem with the
County's computerized PBX telcphonv system which tended to disconnect the
connection with the PSL' Comr"tatiOn Center. This problem was solved by
11151.1 1 i 1.1	 1nu '',`. ' ...It t	 l int°	 , r the	 "I1 Vr t c ,	 in.11 in too
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Planning Office, but diagnosing the problem involved the efforts of the tech-
nology agent and personnel from the PSU Computation Center, computer termi-
nal vendor, telephone company, and Count; Data Processing Office. A period
of four months elapsed befor6 the problem was solved. During that time a
number of small analyses were performed, and working knowledge with the
ORSER processing system increased.
.I
1	 The Planning Office monitors land use changes and prepares annual land
use acreage inventories using Building Occupancy Permits. A technician
1'	 monthly records land use changes in a Land Use Profile Notebook and updates
the Counties subdivision plat maps, plan of development (POD) maps, land use
section maps and 1" = 200' scale planimetric maps. Acreage and other infor-
mation are recorded b y magistrial district, traffic zone, census tract, and
enumeration district for ten land use categories: single family residential,
multi-family residential, commercial service, offices, light industrial,
large industrial, public usage, semi-public usage, prime vacant, and conser-
vation vacant. Between 1971 and 1977 the average annual rate of land use change
for the county was 950 acres. This land use change monitoring is partially
funded by a $2,000 per year contract from the State De partment of Transporta-
tion. The contract is to provide land use acreage statistics annually by traffic
zone as part of the Continuing, Coordinated, ComprehensiNe Transportation Planning
w	 Process (3C Process) required by the 1962 Federal Highway Act to update
Regional Major Thoroughfare Plans. The data are also used b y the County Planning
Office to prepare popuiation estimates and projections, prepare an annual
State of the Land Use Plan report, and estimate the availabi.ity of land
i "r suture d,	 ..:	 Conl"1" ^lion
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A six category Landsat landcover classification was prepared by the
County using the ORSER system in about four months time, once the telephone
line problem was resolved. The categories derived include: residential,
commercial, heavy vegetation, light vegetation, agriculture, and water.
About three weeks of a planner's time, and 63 hours of computer connect time,
and 42 minutes of computer processing time were required. Computer charges
were about $342, computer terminal costs, about $500, and WATS telephone
line charges, about $1,100. Total cost was about $12.00 per square
mile for the 244 square mile County.
In order to produce land use or land cover acreage statistics it was
necessary to be able to input to the computer the map coordinates of the
County boundaries and tabulate the number of Landsat picture elements
classified into each category. T ine ORSER processing system does not have the
capability to process the large number of map coordinates required, so
NASA's Eastern Regional Remote Sensing applications Cencer (ERRSAC) agreed
to provide technical assistance in this matter using an interactive digital
image manipulation system (IDIMS) and a geographic data entry system (GES).
These systems utilize .: digitizing table to enter map coordinates defining i
the boundaries of the magisterial districts, traffic zones, census tracts,
and watersheds into a computer. The Landsat image classified b y Henrico
Countv was resample(: to register with the digitized map coordinates.
The picture elements within each district, zone, tract, and basin were then
tabulated, and the digital image of the classified Landsat scene and digitized
maps were recorded on film to produce a color land cover map (Figure 3.4).
Several difficulties were experienced in trying to digitfte the maps and
produce the land cover statistics. First, the IDIMS and GES s ystems had
3-17
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not yet been accepted from the systems vendor and frequent hardware and
soft-wa-e failures occu-red. Second, the ERRSAC personnel were still learn-
ing to use the systems and had to develop procedures and correct systems
Fdocumentation as they went a)ing. A total of three months time was required
to produce the land cover statistics, however, under operational circum-
stances the time required should be much less.
Land cover statistics were produced for magisterial districts, traffic zones,
census tracts, and watersheds from Henrico County's Landsat classifications.
ff
Table 3.6 compares the land cover statistics produced from the Landsat/ORSER/
IDIMS-GES procedure and the County's current procedures. Meaningful comparison of
the two inventories are difficult because the categories are different.
Also the accurac y of neither system is known (in such cases the Countv's
estimates are generall y assumed to be correct ) . It can be seen in Table 3.6
that in this case, the Landsat classification greatly overestimates the
residential area ('.0,908 acres versus 24,614 acres). This was probably
due to drought conditions wi,lcn affected the appearance of agricultural
fields at the time of the Landsat image (July 14, 1977). Also, the digital
processing technique overcountoi the Count y ' ,; area b y about 3,200 acrc-.
This is probabl y the result of errors in the geometric correction of the
Landsat imagery and errors in the digital registration of the count y maps
to the classified image. Looking at Figure 3.4, errors in the registration
of the maps to the classified images can be seen; for example, the County
boundaries along the southern side shown follow the James River, but do not
in the digitized overlay.
3-19
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TABLE 3.6
Comparison of Land Cover/Use Acreage Statistics for Henrico CoL_Aty by Landsat
Digital Image Processing Techniques and Conventional Proceduves, July 1977
f
County
Single Family Residential
Multi-Family Residential
Commercial Service
Offices
Light Industrial
Heavv Industrial
Public Usage
Semi-Public Usage
Prime Vacant
Conservation Vacant
TOTAL ACRES
Landsat
22,756.48
1,857.18
24,613.66 ------ Residential
2,005.71
503.24
474.30
2,929.50
6,495.53
	
2,496.07	 Commercial/
14,904.35 ------	 Industrial
Heavy Vegetation
Light Vegetation
	
96,932.58
	 Agriculture
	
191450.09
	
Water
116,382.67 ------
156,301
40,908
20,003
74,989
9,669
12,171
1.765
98,594
159,505
A second application of 'nterest to Henrico Count y was the use of
LatidSat landcover infc rmation in	 a hydrologic model. The County Public
Works Department was evaluating implementation of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology C.tchmelit Mcdel (NIT-CAT). The purpose of the model is
to identify areas where floods may occur and provide a tool by which the water
resource impacts of future development, capital improvement projects, and
zoning and land use c!ange, can be predicated. Chinging lir usu frorl
3-20
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natural state to one of development means more and faster water rl:r,,aff due
to increased imperviousness and investment in drainage systems. As a renult,
flooding problems increase, less water recharges the ground-water supply, water
contamination due to sediment and street residues increases. Remedial action
1
involves investment it flood control, storm sewers, and wa:.cewater *.reateient
facilities. Preventative measures include land use controls to l.imi~_
development to those types and areas that will minimize increased flooding
and keep pollutants from stream channels.
Traditionally, functional land use information has been used in hydro-
logic models as a surrogate measure of the actual surface cover of the ground
and such characteristics as imperviousness. The landcover information
derived from Landsat is more closely related to the character of the groune sur-
face and therefore can potentially be used as input to hydrologic models. The
Landsat landcover derived b y the Henrico Planning Office was not actually used
in the MITCAT model, however. The Public Works Department had not at the time
made the decision to implement the model. In additio p , modification of the model
would have been required to calibrate the model to the Landsat data and develop
a methcd for automatically: :npurtin6 the Landsat digital information into the
model in the network format required. An analysis was mi de of Landsat spectra?
values (gray levels) and a "C-F'acto:." map prepared for the `SITCAT model. C-Factors
are a hydrologic parameter related to imperviousness and derived from Interpreta-
tion of land use and zoning maps. Figure 3.5 shows the relationship b+_ween the
Landsat gray level values in two band widths compared to a sample -f C-Factor values
p icked off a map. The relati,.,nship is generally linear, sud besting that a ratio
of the two Landsat brindwidths could be used to estimate imperviousness.
3-21
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Figure 3.5 Relationship Between Landsat Gray-Level Values and C-Factor Values
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The County did use the Landsat landcover information in the preparation of an
environmental assessment of a proposed park site (Figure 3.6). The Landsat
information showed the location and area of various types of vegetation and
land uses on and around the proposed site. This information which was fea-
tured on the cover of the environmental assessment report was used in applying
for state and Federal recreation funds to acquire the site.
3.3 Minneapolis, Minnesota
No demonstration project was initiated by Minneapolis. It dropped out of the
Landsat Applications Program shortly after a newly elected administration took
office in January, 1978. Under a City Charter amendment that also took effect
then, the City Planning Department, which was to have conducted the Landsat pro-
ject, was moved from the City Controller's Office to the Mayor's Office. A new
Planning Director was appointed by the ?:ayor with a mandate to prepare a new Com-
munity Development Plan for the City. The Communit y Development Plan had been a
campaign issue in the election. In the resulting repriorication of wort: programs
and schedules, the decision was made not to pursue the Landsat project. The ex-
perimental nature of the Landsat program, and its connection w W, the previous ad-
ministration caused it to be dropped from the Department's list of priority pro-
jects.
As well as illustrating the political nature of technology transfer to cities,
Minneapolis has several phvsical characteristics which suggest circumstances w',.ere
satellite remote sensing may not be an appropriate technology. The incorporated
cit y limits of Minneapolis are onl y 58 square miles, thus the economics of scale
whici, make satellite remote sensirs beneficial in large areas cannot be achieved.
Moreover ; the city Lind area has teen completely developed since the 1 04n's. "ost
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land use changes in the last ten years have been due to redevelopment or
abandonment, neither of which would be detectable from satellites. Lastly, the
Minneapolis-St. Paul area has a unique regional government, the Metropolitan
Council, which has responsibility for many regional planning functions including
transportation, water and sewer, and land use: Thus many regional concerns
that might utilize satellite data collection techniques are not the responsibilty
of the City Planning Department in Minneapolis' case.
3.4	 Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Unlike most cities, Oklahoma City was never small. Founded in a land
rush in 1839, it beean with a population of 6,000 in a single day. Population
growth was slowed briefly by economic depression and drought in the 1920's,
but after World War II new industry brought new growth. Between 1940 and
1970 the city's limits increased from 25.9 s q uare miles to 649 square miles as
the city sought to gain control of the region's water reservoirs and developable
land. The second largest municipal area in the United States, Oklahoma City
is characterized b y a large urbanizing frin ge. Only about 25 percent of the
city is developed; 75 percent of the land area is vacant or is used for
agriculture.
Since 1977 The Oklahoma Cit y Department of Planning has been a department
within the supordepartment of :anaoement Services. Planning is orbanized into
three divisions under a Planning Director: Administration Economic Development,
and Urban Design. The Department is responsible for housing and conservation
design services, select area planning, economic development planning and data
monitoring and research. Zoning, subdivision controls, special use permits
and other adrinstrative .`unctions are handled by the Communit y Development
Department. In fiscal years 1 0 77-75 and 1978-79 the F!,innin, Department had
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22 authorized positions and a budget of $444,378.
In 1977, the City Planning Department published a Comprehensive Plan
for Growth Management and Community Development. Two previous comprehensive
plans had been prepared by consultants in 1931 and 1949. The 1977 plan had
been initiated in 1975 when'the city realized that it severely constrained
fiscal resources might not be sufficient to cover the costs of providing
services, streets, sewers and schools to uncontrolled future development.
The major objectives of the 1977 Plan are (1) to preserve the remaining un-
developed land in the city by reducing land consumption of new development by
40 percent, and to conserve the existing housing stock by revitalizing 27,200
dwelling units by the year 2000. The City has estimated it will save $250
million in capital improvements costs with this "conservation" policy during
the next 25 years.
In order to implement and detail the long-range goals and policies of
the 1977 Comprehensive Plan at the neighborhood and program level, the Select
Area Planning Process was established. Through the Select Area Planning
Process, citizens groups and the Urban Design Division of the Planning Depart-
ment prepare strategy documents recommending city acticns and programs con-
cerning land use, zoning, capital and service improvements, community development,
economic development for each of the city's 45 designated planning areas.
Once adopted by the neighborhoods, the Planning Commission and City Council,
the Select Area Plans are implemented by the cities 10 executive departments.
The Landsat .applications Project was undertaken to determine if Landsat
could meet the information needs of the Data Monitoring and Research Section
of the City Planning Department. This Section is responsible for maintaining
the City's physical, demographic, and economic data base for providing data
support service q t l city- derartnent cz ,^d nther nu', 1Ic znd private cro!irs.
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At present, the primary client is the Select Area Planning Process. For each
planning area, the Data Monitoring and Research Section prepares a Resource
Document containing an inventory of demographic, land use, zoning, housing,
business and industry, and 'urban services and facilities.
The Data Monitoring and Research Section's data base presently consists
of population, economic, housing and land use information from several sources.
Maps are maintained at four scales: 1"-200', 1"=400', 1"=6,000' and 1"-12,000'.
Black and white aerial photographs for 1968 and 1976 are also maintained. In
1979, the Department completed a three year project to prepare the first complete
city-wide land use inventory in 30 years. Approximately 20 man-years of
effort were required to complete the land use survey. Automated data base
services include the annual R.L. Polk Profiles of Change and address matching.
The City Planning Department_ with the concurrence of interested officials
from the State, Conservation Commission, Soil Conservation Service, and
University of Oklahoma, identified three potential applicat i ons of Landsat in
Oklahoma City: monitoring urban growth; monitoring watershed land use chances;
	 !
and developing an automated urban informaticn system (Table 3.8). Growth
:Monitoring was selected as the most feasible and most important for initial
demonstration. The objective of tilt grot:, th monitoring demonstration was to
use successive digital Landsat images to distingu_sh urban from agricultural
land uses. Onerationallv, this information could be used to determine rates
of agricultural land consumption, monitor the effecti-^eness of the Comprehen-
sive Plan in conserving gro:rth, alert officials about 1111 grot;th, and assist
in ma^ntaininb an up-to-date land use inventory.
From April through July, 1978, Oie OkC Planning Department used the ORSER
:ter! to 111:11-7c' rwt, ' 'Ct ar_, .a .; within the cit y i ror. a .TUnv. 1Q77 l.andFat i' - ' -o
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lTP a analysis was performed by Gerald Johnson, an administrative aide, under
_	 the supervision of Roy Reynolds, a senior planner in charge of the Data
Monitoring and Research Section. The result was a seven category land cover
map (Figure 3.7). Land cover categories were water; urban/residential; paved
surfaces/commercial; prairie; wetlands; agriculture/prairie; bare ground/
fallow fields. Average accuracy of the classification was estimated by the OKC
Planning Department to be 78 percent.
About 80 hours of computer connect time and 40 minutes of computer processing
time were utilized to derive the results in Figure 3.7. Cost of the computer
time (not counting telephone charges and the cost of the remote computer terminal)
was less than $400. In addition to the time spent processing the Landsat
data on the computer, the Planning Department estimated that 80=100 hours of
personnel time were required to gather ground truth information and interpret
the computer output.
The time required to develop the land cover information using the ORSER
processing system was considered by the Planning staff to be too long to be
practical for operational use, For example, many tediot , s hours were required
to hand color the computer map printouts before thev could be interpreted.
a	 Also,the plsnning staff did not understand the statistical processes being
utilized b y the ORSER programs and, therefore, lacked confidence in the results.
Through a grant to the University of Oklahoma, the OKC Planning Department
was also able tr try the urban monitoring application on a second image
-	 processing system at NASA's Earth Resources Laboratory (ERL) in Slidell,
Louisiana. The ERL ERDAS (Earth Resources Date ^:ylsis System) s y stem is
=	 different from the ORSER system in that it is interactive rather than remote
batch; processing results are displayed in seconds :aater than minutes; pro-
cesslnc; r .. .	 ire disp l . od	 n - ?,-r teL?visirn -oni^or (CRT) rather than
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Ficure 3.7 Landsat Land Cover Classification of a Portion of Northwest
Oklahoma City using ORSER System
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1 line printer; and different algorithms are used to extract the multispectral
1	
signature statistics for land cover types and classify the image. Commercial-
1	 ly available image processing systems similar to ERDAS cost $150,000-$250,000
or can be rented with operators for approximately $200 per hour.
Approximately a week was required to classify two Landsat images using
the ERDAS system operated by NASA support personnel -- the June, 1977 image OKC
had previously classified on the ORSER system and a July, 1974 image. Figure
3.8 shows the land cover classifications produced on ERDAS. The area covered
is approximately the same as that covered in the ORSER system classification
in Figure 3.7. The land cover ca-epiries in the ERDAS classification were in-
terpreted to be: bare fields/commercial/industrial; residential; asphalt/bare
ground (1974 only); fallow fields (1974); agriculture (3 classes in 1974, 2
classes in 1977 image); water; and wetlands. Differences in the ERDAS and ORSER
classification of the June, 197' Landsat image are caused by the use of dif4
ferent multispectral signature ,; and different processing algorithms.
The two ERDAS classifications were evaluated by the OKC planning staff
for their ability to indicate '_and use changes. The 1977 classification shows
more yellow (residential) and red (commercial/industrial) than the 197 class-
ification, pctentially indicating new development. However, both classifications
contain misclassifications which make it impossible to determine precisely
where changes have occurred. For example, in the 1974 classification the yellow
areas are generally residential but contain some agricultural fields as well.
In the 1977 classification, the residential categor y also contains misclassified
agricultural fields and an airport, which was separately classified in the 1974
image, has been classified residential. The 1977 classification also suggests
3-32
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a large increase in commercial and industrial land uses, when in fact, most
of the apparent changes are due to bare or fallow fields misclassified as com-
mercial land (red).
The two ERDAS classifications illustrate 'Several problems with using Landsat
data for change detection. First, at certain times of the year different land
uses may have similar land covers and therefore similar spectral signature
values which will result in misclassificatioi.s. Second, classifications of
the same area from images acquired by the satellite at different dates, or
images processed using different procedures or classification algorithms
may result in maps with different categories. This may be part#cularly true
when an unsupervised cluster analysis algorithm is used to classify the images
as was done on the ERDAS system. Lastly, the accuracy of a change detection
determination made from two independently classified images will equal the
product of the accuracies of each of the individual classifications. That is,
two images each with an overall accuracy of 90 percent would produce change
results with only an accuracy of only 81 percent. While this last problem is
not unique to Landsat but would exist with any data collection methodology,
the errors can be reduced if the images are processed together as a composite
rather than separately processed.
3.5 San Jose, California
Since the end of World War II San Jose has experienced dramatic economic
changes and rapid population growth which have altered the size and form
of the City. The structure of the city's economy nas been transformed from
an agricultural and transportation center to a financial, office, and high
terhnoioq-! research and ranufacturinc center. This econor..ic growth br ``it
larbv inmidr.:tions of yount„ highly s,:illud, highly paid workers and their
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families to the region. Between 1950 and 1970 the city's population grew
nearly 500% from 95,280 to 459,913. San Jose's growth as a percent of Santa
Clara County's growth which was 33% in 1950, grew to 45% in 1970. Although
the greatest period of growth was the 1960's, the population growth bas
continued in the 1970's. Between 1970 and 1976 San Jose was the fastest
growing city in the United States with a population over 500,000. San Jose's
population increased 25% in six years to approximately 573,000--an average
increase of 19,000 persons am:vally.
Along with the tremendous growth, San Jose, like many other California
cities pursued an agressive policy of annexation during the 1960's. The
City's incorporated area grew from 27.62 square miles in 1955 to 142.70
square miles in 1970. In 1970 San Jose adopted a set of Urban Development
Policies dealing with the timing and staging of development. The Urban
Development Policy and the related Annexatlon .Poli.cy were ammended in 1972
and again in 1974. The Urban Development Policy had three major impacts:
1. Agreement was reached with the County of Santa Clara and the
Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO) that urban development
requiring municipal services should not be allowed to develop in
the unincorporated areas of the County.
2. The Citv Annexation Pelicv was amended to he cons'_stent with, and
related to the goals of the Urban Development Policy. Unincorporated
lands within the Urban Service Area were to be given highest priority
for annexation.
3. The concepts of Urban Service Areas and Urban Reserve Areas were
established. The Urban Service Area consists of exist!.ng urban
development a:• eas and vacant agricultural land, either incorporated
S 1
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	i	 or unincorporated, within the City's sphere of influence, which
are served by existing urban `acilities, utilities, and services
or are proposed to be served by urban fa^ilitirs, utilities, and
services in the City's adopted five-year Capita' improvement Pro- 	 I
gram. The Urban Service Area is divided into -wo categories:
Urbenized Area - This includes all developed areas within the
Urban Service Area.
Urbc.n Expansion areas - These areas consist of vacant and agricul-
tural land within the Urban Service Area proposed for urbanization
in the future and served by existing or proposed service and utili-
ties. Vacant and agricultural land within the urban expansion area
are categorized according to "commitments" of uses; vacant public
committed land, vacant private committed land, vacant Williamson
Act Land (land under contract to the City through the California
Land Conservation Act of 1965), vacant industrial reserve land,
and vacant non-committed land.
The Urban Reserve Area consists of lands which are generally not readily
accessible to utility extensions or where development of community facilities
is not programmed. These areas generally contain no urban development and
generally no urbanization is expected in the next'15-year period.
in 1975 a General Plan was adopted b y
 San Jose containing the following
state mandated elements: land use, circulation, housing, conservation, open
space, seismic safet y , noise, scenic highway, and safet y . The General Plan
is the adopted statement of policy for the physical development of the communi-
t_.	 As such, it represents the Cit y 's intent as to the amount, type, and
	
It-	 phasing of development needed to achieve the City's social, economic and
environmental Coals.
Growth was the central issue in the development of the 1975 General
Plan. The General Plan recocnized that the amount of available land for
	
F:	 urban growth was finite. The General. Plan estimates that by 1990 the City's
Ipopulation will increase from approximatel y 542,000 in 1975 to approximately
•	 r r 	
.^^nCl'
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is projected to increase from 643,000 to approximately 780,000. San Jose's
share of Santa Clara County's population which was 45% in 1975 was projected
I+
to be 49X in 1990. This growth will be accommodated by development of about
!
7,500 units per year (this is a decrease from the 8,000 dwelling units
annual average authorized between 1970 and 1974). Land consumption over the
fifteen-year period was estimated to be about 1,600 acres per year compared
to 1,900 acres urbanized annually from 1970 through 1975. The General Plan
estimated that the 10,680 acres suitable for development in the Urban Service
Area was sufficient for 61,2. years of future growth.
The General Plan had five -sjor recommendations:
1. Revision of the City Zoning Ordinance to conform with the General
°lan.
2. Incorporation of the Urban Development Policies into the General
Plan. Tie Urban Development Policies are implemented through a
development review process and the capital planning process.
3. Approval of new zoning for residential development to be based on
a finding that it will constitute a net benefit to the City. The
net benefit determination consists of economic, fiscal, social,
and environmental findings that demonstrate that the benefits of
a project to the coma:.unit •: will outweigh the disbenef its.
4. Establi,hment of Urban Service Programs to identify service defi-
ciencies in developed areas and develop sequencing plans for pro-
!-4	 viding services to developing areas.
5. Prepara-ion of ?caster Environmental Impact Reports (MEIR's) for
E,.	 the City's 15 planning areas to enable the City to evaluate cumula-
['	 tive, area-wide effects of development.
3-37
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An annual review and amendm t process was established to update the
General Plan. The annual review is timed to provide input to the Capital
Improvement Program and Urban Service Programs.
The San Jose City Planning Department ' s mission is to serve the City
Council, the Planning Commission and the Administration by recommending,
developing and administering policies, plans, and programs that guide and
direct the physical, social and economic development of the City. The De-
partment is organized into three divisions: Administration, General Planning,
and Zoning--of which Zoning is the largest.
The Zoning Division is responsible for administration of land use regulations
through application review process including rezoning applications, plan de-
velopment permits, site development permits, tentative maps, conditional use
permits, variances, exceptions, and adjustments. In addition the division
drafts new land use regulations, revises existing ordinances, and conducts
short-range land development policies For the City Council, Planning Commission,
and C{ *_y Manager. The main activity of the General Planning Division is the
semi-annual amendment of the General Plan. Other tasks include: recommend
changes in the Urban Service Area boundary, develop energy conservation poli-
cies, prepare area plans, carry out the City's annexation program, participate
in regional planning activities, maintain land use/housing and population
estimates, and review pending legislation. Since 1975 the Planning Depart-
ment's administrative workload has increased 40 - 50% and the number of auth-
orized personnel :ias decreased 12%. To keep up with this increased work loac:
the review process has been streamlined, mid-year General Plan review has been
eliminated, other programs have been transferred to other city departments,
and staff have been transferred from general planning to zoning administration.
The Planning Department's $1,168,000 annual budget is one percent of the City's
annual general purpose budget.
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For planning purposes San Jose is organized into 15 planning areas.
These planning areas are based on identifiable neighborhoods and boundaries
and do not conform to Census tract boundaries. As of January 1, 1979 the
City Charter was amended to allow for elections by 10 councilmatic districts
beginning in 1980. These councilmatic districts will be based on population.
Henceforth, City Planning data will be collated by councilmatic district
rather than planning areas. City Planning data are also reported for 490
Traffic Analysis Zones for the State Highway Department which uses the informa-
tion in trip generation models.
The Landsat project in San Jose was begun in April, 1976 under NASA Con-
tract NAS5-22412 when a six month test of the ORSER system was made. Gary
Zouzoulas, a planner in the Zoning Division, was given three days of ORSER
instructior at Goddard Space Flight Center and prepared a Landsat land cover
classification. At the time, the ORSER terminal was located in another city
department. A June 28, 1974 Landsat scene was used; ground truth was obtair.ed
from June 8, 1974 black and white aerial photographs (1:24,000 scale).
A ten mile square study area in east San Jose was selected as a demon-
stration. The study area was selected because the area contained a variety
of land uses--residential, co^+ riercial, industrial, open space, suburban de-
velopment, agriculture, urban fringe, and unurbanized hillsides--and because
the area has a high potential for future urban expansion. After experimenting
with several ORSER techniques, 29 multispectral signatures were derived repre-
senting 11 land cover categories: Mobile Home Parks, Industrial/Commercial
Buildings, Residential, Industrial/Commercial, Parking Lots, Golf Courses,
Riparian Habitat, Orchards, Rangeland/Open Space, Excavated areas/Barren Areas,
and Water. As shown in in Table 3.11 the Landsat land cover classification
contained a *nix of fun , tonal lard uses in each category. Major sources of
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TABLE 3.10 Pups and Map Scabs Utilized by San Jose Planning Department
Scale Maps
1:62,000 Santa Clara County Base Map
1:48,000 Roads, Sphere of Influence, Generalized
Land Use
1:36,000 Planning Areas, Urban Service Area
1:24,000 Topographic, Alguist Priolo Hazards,
Functional Land ,
 Use
1:12,000 General Plan Working :tap, ?lanning Areas,
Holding Capacity, Hazards, Zoning (reduced)
1:6,000 Zoning, Land Use Changes
i	 i
I
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errors were caused by confusion of residential areas and orchards and mobile
home parks and freeways.
A map of the eleven categories was made (Figure 3.9). A major problem
with the map was misregistration with 1:24,000 scale maps caused by insuffi-
cient ORSER geometric correction of the Landsat image. The map was estimated
to be 80 percent accurate. A total of 50 hours of computer connect time and
$730 in computer charges was required to develop the map.
A second land cover map was generated by Zouzoulas for an Airport Vicinity
.^z ea Study (Figure 3.10). This map shows the ability to define a polygonal
area with ORSER when the polygon is not complex. With this capability it is
possible to obtain area measurements for each land cover in the study area.
Area tabulations for the Airport Vicinity Area Study are given in Table 5.12.
In November, 1977 when the second PT?/NASA Landsat project began, Gary
Zouzoulas had transferred from Planning to the City Science and :echnolcgy
Office. Therefore, a second planner had to be trained. It was decided by
San Jose t •nat the General Planning Division was a more appropriate organiza-
tion to utilize Landsat than Zoning, so John Berg , the planner within Ceneral
Planning responsible for maintaining the Department's land uEe inventory, was
selected to attend the PSU-ORSER Remote Sensing Training Course.
As a result of %ouz-)ulas' we _A it was Jeter^iined thzt Landsat might `,e
I-	 more appropriate fc;r sapping land use changes than land use inventzries.
The demonstration project o^jective was to determine if Landsat could be
integrated into the Urban Service Area Annual Review.
As part of the implerentatton of the Urban Oc •:elopnent Policies ircor-
porated into the General Plan in 1975 is an Urban Service Area Annual Review.
. ,
The purpose of the Urban Service Area Review is to monitor and i:tdate annual
increments of devcloprc ,t ?nd land abs. rr tior., Trrou—,h this analysis the ariourt
11
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Figure 3.10 Landsat Lanl Cover Classification of Airport Vicinity Area SLu3v
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TABLE 3.12 Landsat Land Cover Area Measurements for San Jose Airport
Vicinity Area Study
Land Cover Acres
Residential 1,433
Building/Vegetation 744
Fields 2,409
Dark Earth 135
Pavement/Industry 637
Open Space/Irrigated Land 513
Orchard 575
Mobile Hones/Industry 272
Industry -	 1,000
Unclassified 368
TOTAL	 8,086 100
3 -4 6
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and distribution of land available for development within the Urban Service
Area can be analyzed and amendments to the Urban Service Area boundary rec-
commended. This analysis is conducted annually as part of the General Plan
and Urban Development Policy review.
The two major componenps of the Urban Service Area Annual Review analysis
are the vacant land inventory and the land availability analyses both reflect-
ing conditions as of July 1 (Figure 3.:1). A land use inventory was completed
in 1974 as part of the Geuerai Plan and has been annually updated since then. 	 •
Black and white 1:12,000 scale aerial photographs are obtained each April,
from a commercial survey f irm. Annual cost has been about $ 1,500 but went
up to $2,400 in 1978. New urban development is identified and interpreted
from the aerial photographs, and used to update an Urban Area Map and a Func-
tional Land Use Map. The acreage of new urban development is manually measured
using planimeters and dot grid screens. The acreage statistics are then used
- 	 1
to determine the number of years of available land left in the Urban Service
Area and as input to a population mode. Vacant and agricultural land are 	 }
categorized according to present "commitments" of uses: vacant public committed,
vacant private committed, vacant Williamson Act land, vacant industrial reserve
lands, and vacant non-committed land. Finally, the data are tabulated by
Planning Area, and recommendations are made for changing the Urban Service
Area boundary. Between 1970 and 1977, 13,000 acres were urbanized and 3,000
acres was added to the Urban Servicc :area. Approximately 10 man-months of
labor is required to conduct the analysis.
The intent of the Landsat demonstration was to determine if Landsat could
(1) flag areas of new urban development particularly in areas where the City
has not prev=ously obtained aerial photographs and (2) identify the change in
land use. The first several months of the project John Berg spent familiarizing
q
I
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himself with the ORSER system. In April, ,1918, work was begun on the change	 +
I
;._	 detection. The ORSER staff and ERRSAC were consulted about procedures for
I	 obtaining change detection using the ORSER system. No procedures were known,
91	
however, since apparently no one had ever done a change detection oa the ORSER
system. your potential techniques were, therefore, suggested to San Jose:
(1) map comparison of brightness maps; (2) classification of two mer g ed land-
sat images (8 multi-spectral channels); (3) classification of transformed
merged Landsat images; and (4) listogram trimming of multidate ratioed images.
All four techniques require precise registration of the Landsat picture ele-
ments from two images with each other, which requires precise geometric zorrec - 	 I
Lions of the Landsat images not available in the ORSER software. At the time	 +
ERRSAC did not have an operational and image processing system capable of registering
two images, so it was decided to proceed using the ORSER system.
After several weeks, the San Jose planners succeeded in registering two
images, howe,rer, with only the ORSER character map it was not possible to determine	 I
how good the registration was. A change detection map made by comparing (r:APCOMP)
two normalized brightness maps (,SAP) was generated (Figure 3.12). The purple
and blue areas increased in brightness and the red and orange areas decreased
in brightness. The large co:.tiguous areas correctl y identified changes, however
the several small, scattered pixels could not be related to known urban develop-
ments. Additional attempts to develop unique signatures for land use changes 	 i
did not produce any concrete results.
One other achievement of the San Jose project was to experiment with the
4	 use of microcomputer technolcev as an intelligent terminal to the ORSER system.
Instead of a keyboard terminal to the input and output from the ORSER computer,
t
San .Jose connected a second computer with its o 3rn printer, keyboard, and stntage
devices to the ORSER co mputer. The San Jose personnel wrote a program in BASIC
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Figure 3.12 San Jose Landsat Change Detection Map Using ORSER System
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lan;uage to enable the two computers to "talk". Potentially, the use of micro-
computers as ORSER terminals could reduce data processing and data file storage
cha:-ges by performing some processing "off- line" on the microcomputer. The
San Jose personnel did not keep records to determine if in fact the microcomputer
was more cost effective. They did find, however, that there was no cost ad-
vantage in storing data files on the microcomputer. To transmit a 500 line
file at 300 band rate would take about 20 minutes and cost about 60 cents in
r
1	 computer connect charges and $6.00 in lung distance telephone charges. The
same file could be stored on the PSU computer for 1 cent per file day. Thus,
unless faster communications were used or L-.e storage charges were high, use
I	
of a remote microcomputer to store ORSER files :could , not be cost effective.
I	 The microcomputer did, however, enable the San Jose planners to.perform addi-
tional manipulations on the ORSER data. For example, the planners used the
microcomputer to display multispectral signatures graphically using an intelli-
gent graphics terminal.
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3.6	 Summary of Local Experiences
Four of the initial five planning departments originally in the project
developed internal capabilities to process Landsat data and conducted demonstra-
tion projects in an attempt to apply Landsat derived information to locally se-
lected planning problems. Minneapolis, the smallest site in geographic area and
the only site with a strong regional government with regional planning authority,
droppe! out of the project without initiating a demonstration project when. a new
administration took office and no potential applications could be identified.
In all of the jurisdictions the planning departments were selected to con-
duct the project. The planning departments function chiefly as advisory organi-
zations to appointed planning commissions, the chief • administrative officer, and
elected legislative or boards. Departmental organization varied, out generally,
each department was organized into 2 to 4 divisions and several sections. A11
of the planning departments (excdpt Oklahoma City) had responsibilities for,both
zoning and subc:ivisicn regulation adminstration ("current planning") and policy
or project planning ("advanced planning"). In Oklahoma City policy and project
planning are handled by the Planning Department and zoning by another derartrenc.
Generall y the zoning divisions ,:ere larger than the polic y
 or pro_tct planniu;
divisions (Atlanta is the exception). Personnel shortages or cutbacks :sere a
problem in all of the departments. Frequencly, planning wort; prograrm elements
were reduced in order to accomplish the adminstrative work schedule and objec-
tives with the available resources.
A11 of the _epartments have small research or information services sections
to support the advanced planning divisions. These sections are generall y re-
sponsible for maintaining planning data bases consisting of statistical infor-
mation, proporty f i1ES, and m3 p s, and for preparing data summaries, projcction s,
JIM
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or forecasts. These research sections are not usually oriented to conduct
original or experimental research.
Responsibility for the Landsat project was assigned to these research
sections, except in Atlanta where the project was assigned to the then Assis-
tant Zoning Administrator.
Each of the jurisdictions have recent comprehensive plans which are
regularly updated in some fashion -- usually annually. The three cities'
planning processes were all organized around neighborhood planning concepts at
which level citizen input is greatest and specific program actions are recommended.
Henrico County's planning process is not broken down into subareas although
data are re-tull arly reported by magisterial districts, traffic zones, watersheds,
etc. Aticnta and Minneapolis did not have a recent city-wide
inventory of existing land uses. Atlanta is currently developing an inventory
on a neighborhood by neighborhood basis; Minneapolis' land use was last surveyed in
1953. Very large, time consuming efforts are required to develop these inventories;
Minneapolis' and Oklahoma City's surveys both required three years to coc.plete.
The land use inventories are by functional land use category using modified
versions of the HL'Di3PR Starndard Land Use Code (Table 3.9). Only Henrico County
and San Jose had procedures for regularl y updating the land use inventories.
Henrico uses permit applications and administrative records, and San Jose u3es
black and white aerial photography flown annually. Bone of the planning departments
had automated geographic base information systems, although the Public [.orka
Departments in Minneapolis and San Jose had or were acquiring systems. Atlanta
and Minneapolis have computerized parcel information files, and Oklahoma City
ctilizes automated files from R.L. Polk Co. The San Jose Planning Department
was the onl y department to have its own computer -- microcomputer used to store
and produce manaet•-t_nt summaries of permit applications.
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Generally, one planner in each city was assigned to work on the Landsat
project part-time -- usually 4-12 hours per week. In Oklahoma City a two-person
project team approach was utilized - a senior planner and an administrative aide
plus some University personnel. After giving the project initial approval, manage-
ment level of involvement cpnsisted mostly of periodic reviews of the project
progress. The chief executive officers or elected officials were not involved
in the projects except to initially approve participating in the program. The
UTS Technology Agents did not become technically involved in assisting the pro-
jects. However, their role was very important in introducing the technology
to the cities, obtaining initial commitments of the planning departments to par-
!	 ticipate, and in politically supporting the projects as they progressed.
The project participants' utilization cf the ORSER processing system is sum-
marized in Table 3.10. On average, each site utilized under 200 hours of computer
connect time, or about 15 hours a month. Three of the participants averaged
'	 about 130 minutes of computer processing time; San Jose used 300 minutes. Computer
costs averaged S1,000 for three of the sites; San Jose utilized $2,400 worth of
computer charges. In addition to computer charges, the
line established for the cities to connect with the PSU
an average of $1,000 per month, or 12 times the average
addition to NASA's costs for the PSU computer and telep'.
the cities committed about 12 man weeks of labor and an
the computer terminals.
national WATS telephone
Computation Center cost
computer charges. In
-lone line charges, each of
average $1,300 each for
Each of the cities were able to produce general land cover maps from their
applic.ciot, demonstration projects, but these maps only partiall y fulfilled the
original objectives c f the cities' projects. The land cover categories derived
by the local governments using Landsat are shown in Table 3.11. Generally these
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categories compare in detail with the Level I Land Cover Classification Scheme
proposed by the U.S.G.S. Compared with the functional land use categories pre-
sently used by the cities (shown in Table 3.9), the Landsat land cover categor-
ies provide much less detail in the built-up classes (residential, commercial.,
and industrial categories) and more detail in.the undeveloped or vacant areas
(agriculture, forest, grassland, wetland, water).
Two sites, Oklahoma City and San Jose attempted to demonstrate the use of
Landsat for monitoring urban change. Oklahoma Cit y used the approach of
independently classifying landcover types in two images using an unsupervised
cluster algorithm and comparing the two resulting maps. This approach suffers,
however, from inconsistencies and errors which exist in each of the maps when
prepared this way. San Jose attempted to combine two Landsat images into a single
composite image to identify unique spectral signatures of changed areas, This
1,2
approach has been used by other Landsat investigators.	 however, it was found
that the ORSER processing programs did not have the necessary capabilites to
successfully register, normalize, and difference multi-date Landsat images.
Despite the technical problems and limitations experienced by the four
sites, the overall impact of the program ..:as positive- All of the partici-
pants indicated that they had developed a much greater understanding of all
types of remote sensing and of computer data processing techniques as a result
of the program. This impact generally went beyond those individuals directly
involved in the projects to other members of the planning departments, and in
some cases other departments. The projects, in particular, highlighted the
need for greater data coordination and development of automated data bases in
most of the sites. In addition to providing valuable insights into the needs,
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issues. and potcitial for transferring Landsat technology to local governments,
the results of the applications projects demonstrated that satellite remote
sensing may require 2-3 years of further research and modification before it
is ready for wide adoption and transfer to local governments.
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4.1 History of Oklahoma City
Oklahoma City's inception occurred in one day with the "land rush" in 1889,
when the Unassigned Lands in Central Oklahoma were opened for settlement by
(	 non-Indians. At noon on April 22, 1889, settlers were lined-up along the
boundary of the Unassigned Lands, and at the prearranged signal of a gun shot
'ran' on foot, bicycle, horse, buggy, and wagon to claim their homesteads.
Each male adult U.S. citizen was entitled to claim one quarter-section (160
l	 acres) of farm land or 6 town lots in one of the several previously designated
town sites. By nightfall approximately 6,000 people were camped along the
banks of the North Canadian River at the site of the Oklahoma Station of the
Santa Fe Railroad.
1
	
	
Oklahoma City grew rapidly as a trade and agricultural center. By 1900,
the population had reached 10,000. In 1910, three years after statehood, the
I
state capital was moved from Guthrie to Oklahoma Cit y . The local economy
expanded rapidly and the population increased to 91,295 in 1920. The discovery
of oil during the 1920's changed the economy and brought more growth. T,e
population doubled in size in ten years reaching 185,000 persons by 1930.
Economic depression and drought slowed the city's Sro.th during the 1930's.
World War II and the m;r:- plant workers required by the war effort revised
the local economy. out it was not until after the war that another room occurred.
Following the close of World Liar 11, the increased availability of the
automobile permitted new housing to be constructe4_` n areas apart froc; those
served by the traditional streetcar lines. To provided services to this new
growth the city began a program of annexation. Between 1940 and 1960 the city's
incorporated area increased tenfold from 26 square miles to 266 square miles;
and in the ten vears between 1960 and 1970, it tripled again to almost 649
I
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square miles. These annexations resulted in the city gaining jurisdiction
I'I	 over three of the region's important water reservoirs, as well as much of 4ts
1.
potentially developable land.
4.2 Environment
	 I
Today Oklahoma City is 621.4 square miles'in size, the second largest
i
municipal area in the United States. OKC is characterized by a large
urbanizing fringe and large undeveloped areas within the city limits. Onl;
about 25 percent of the city is developed; 75 percent of the land area
is vacant or used for agriculture.	 Oklahoma City is located in three 	 i
physiographic regions: wooded sandstone uplands known as the "Cross
Timbers"; The "Reddish Prairie" underlain by shale and soft sandstone; and
f	 the "Bottonlands" consisting of the alluival floodplains along the Canadian
and North Canadian Rivers.
Oklahoma City's climate is semi-arid; average rainfall is 30 inches per,
year and is unevenly distributed throughout the year. E):treme drought conditions
alternating with flood conditions are the result. The dissipation of storm
water is a major development problem. Most OKC soils are relatively unstable
and highl.r susceptible to erosion from both wind and later when the native
oroundcover is disturbed. The use of septic tanks is unsuitaole in most of
the community due to soil characteristics and the presence of bedrock.
4.3 Form of Government
Oklahoma Cite has a Council-City Manager form of government. One council
representative is elected from each of eight wsrdL. The Mavor, who acts as
City Council Chairman, is elected at-large. City Council members, including
the Mayor, serve 4- year terms and may succeed themselves ariv number of times
4-2
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The City Council'a responsibilities are legislative only. The City Manager
is responsible directly to the City Council, and is the Chief Administrator
for the city.
Major functions of the City are divided among ten departments. Depending
on the size and scope of activity, Lhe departments are further divided into
divisions and sections.
4.4 Fiscal Resources
General obligation bonds are issued by the city of Oklahoma City to
raise revenue for large scale capital improvements. These bonds are repaid
out of ad valorem propert y taxes collecLed by the four counties operating within
OKC city limits. Property assess-ment rates and tax revenue allocations are
set by the County Excise Boards rather than the city Qovernment. Federal and
state grants are used for specified types of approved municipal. improvements
(.largely roads, parks and urban renewal). In Cklahoma revenue bonds can onLv
be issued by trusts and special authorities to finance improvements such as
water treatment and distribution systems, airports, refuse collection equipment,
and recreational facilities whose debt uan be retired through service charges
or entrance fees.
The cities general revenue fund for operating and maintenance functions is
derived from a 1% sales tax; utility franchise taxes; water, sewer, and garbage,
service fees; and federal general revenue sharing and CETA funds. General
revenue sharing accounts for 122 of the city operatini budget. Less than 1%
cf the city's revenues come frcm ad valorem taxes. State funds amount tc less
than 4% of the operating revenues and are used mostly for street maintenance.
4-3
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I	 School districts are entirely e endent on local
	
p	 property taxes to
finance capital improvements. Revenues for school operations come from three
sources -- ad valorem taxes, state aid, and special federal programs. Over
702 of the property tax collections are spent to support schools.
4.5 Land Use Planning History
In the face of the almost frantic growth Oklahoma City was experiencing
in the 1920'x, a Planning Commission was organized in 1923 pursuant to new
state enabling legislation. Also in 1923 a zoning ordinance was prepared,
approved by the Pl.,..aing Commission, and adopted by the City Council.
In 1931, a city plan for Oklahoma City, prepared by a consulting firm,
was published.-!/ The plan recommended a coordinated street improvement program,
a Civic Center, a system of neighborhood and regional parks, and a new zoning
ordinance. The only proposal made in th^ 1931 Plan that was substantially
:.	 implemented during the depression years was the construction of a downtown
Civic Center.
By 1944, public officials, anticipating the pressure of growth after the
end of the war, hired a planning consultant firm to develop a new comprehensive
plan. The plan was published by the Oklahoma City Planning Commission in 1949.'
The 1949 Plan was predicated on the assumption that predictable economic
growth and development would form the basis for planning in Oklahoma City.
The plan called for the gradual extension of city limits and containment of
population within a distance of five miles from the central business district
(CBD), in order to prevent the city from outrunning its capacity to provide
necessary facilities and services.
In 1975, resTonding to impending fiscal crises, Oklahoma City undertook
a two year program to prepare a third comprehensive plan. Oklahoma City's
1.	
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Figure 4.1 Oklahoma City Comprehensive Plan for Growth Management and
Community Development Process
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outstanding debt had increased to 25% of its assessed valuation; debt repayment
accounted for nearly 302 of the city's fiscal resources. A consultant's report
concluded that if current trends continued the city's severely constrained
ability to raise revenues tp provide capital improvements and services to
new development would bankrupt Oklahoma City. 3f
The Planning Commission published Oklahoma City's Comprehensive Plan for
Growth Management and Com.nunity Development in 1977 4 I The plan consists of
two primary documents: the Preservation Folicy Plan which focuses on goals
and policies to guide growth to the year 2000, and the Preservation Action
Program that defines the steps to implement the Policy Plan during the
first ten years. In addition, 29 technical reports were produced to provide
background data, analyses, and guidelines to support the final plan. These
reports include anal yses
 of existing conditions and problems, growth forecasts,
alternative plan and evaluations. financial analyses. and implementation pro-
grams and procedures.
The 1977 OKC Plan projects that between 1915 and 2000 Oklahoma City's
population will increase 44Z from 391,600 to more than 564,000. Oklahoma
City is expected to continue to capture about half of the population in the
three count y metropolitan nrea. By 2000, metropolitan emplovment is forecast
to total 305,:00, an increase of 61% over 1975. Demand for new housing
between 1977 and 2000 is estimated to be 166.900 units - 1967 increase over
9 	 the existing 157,000 units. This translates into an average annual production
of over 7.250 dwelling units.
The two key goals of the 1977 OKC Plan are:
1. Encourage efficient and cost-affective growth patterns in regard
to 1,111d, enorg\' con •tery .lt ton, .lnd fl-,cal  resotiri o s; and
4-6
2. Preserve and revitalise existing neighborhoods and business areas
to arrest neighborhood decline and protect existing housing,
private and public investments.
Improved public maintenance,. correction of service deficiencies, and public
assistance for housing rehabilitation are stressed in existing neighborhoods.
New growth is to be directed to be more geographically balance, located to
reduce service costs, located on vacant land served by existing utilities, and
located out of environmentally sensitive areas. Commercial and industrial
growth is to be located in the downtown or in existing activities. Transporta-
tion policies are to shift toward greater utilization of public transit.
The Policy Plan targets 27,200 existing dwelling unita for rehabilitation,
22,400 new inner-city units and 139,700 new suburban units by the year 2000.
A total of 60 square miles of suburban development are estimated to be required
by the Plan. By contrast, current trends if continued would require 84 square
miles of suburban land. an increase of 40% above the Preservation Plan requirelrents.
rid' redLlCiil,^:. the 1311d ai'C1 "i nel: development and con3erving, e° \fisting housing.
stack, the Preservation Plan is estimated to save over $250 million in capital
improveUM1L .,'tits crmp.lred to the current trend 11volectiolla.
c1R^G^r'r.L
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4.6 Select Area Planning Process
The OKC Plan sets ' out long-range, city-wide goals and policies, and
identifies short-range implementation strategies and actions for each of the
city's planning areas. The job of implementing and detailing the OKC Plan
at the neighborhood and program level was left to the Select Area Plan
Process. Through the Select Area Plan Process needs are identified and
priorities established for community and neighborhood improvement of each
of the city' s 45 planning areas. Neighborhood groups present problems,
needs, and goals at city-sponsored neighborhood workshops. The city staff
provide background data; research; urban design, phygical and social planning
expertise to translate these identified goals aid needs into specific design
solutions, capital improvements, zoning concepts, economic programs, and
housing programs. The Select Area Plan consists of two reports:
1. The Resource Document -- prepared by the Planning Departuent's Data' 	 I
Monitoring and Research Section is a background report on the
planning area. it contains an inventory of demographic, land use,
zoning, housing, business and industry, and urban services and
facilities data summarized into findings and yielding major issues
and problems.
2. The Strategy Document -- prepared by the Urban Design Division of the
Planning Department and citi.:ens' groups deals with recommended city
for the planning area. The document is concerned with six major areas:
Land Use, Zoning, Capital and Services In:rrovcments, Community and
Social Opportunities, Economic Opportunities, and Future Urban Struc-
ture.
^I
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The Data Monitoring and Research Section's primary products include:
Population data - derived from 1975 U.S. Census, R.L. Polk Profiles
of Change, National Planning Data Corp. estimates,
NTIS; and Oklahoma Employment Securities Commission
Economic data - same sources as above 	 -
Housing data	 - 1979 U.S. Census, aerial photography, building
permits, R.L. Polk
Aerial photos - 1976 reproducible cronars and 1978 black and white
prints at 1" - 880 scale
Maps	 - 1968 planimetric maps (1" - 2QO' scale), zoning maps
(1" - 400'), census tracts (1" - 6,000' and 1"
12,000'), base maps (1" - 12,000').
A primary source of OKC's Planning Department's data base comes from the
R.L. Polk Profiles in Change service. 5/ Begun in major U.S. cities in 1974'
under a U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development grant, the R.L.
Polk provides an annual canvas Qf households. The city purchases this
information annually for approximately $30,000. The R. L. Polk reports and
computer files contain five records: (1) structure (housing supply), (2)
household (demographics), (3) commercial enterprises, (4) occupation an3
income, and (5) neighborhood status and change. The OKC Planning Department
has developed ADMATCH programs to pull out the R.L. Polk data by geographic
areas, but has not automated mapping or graphics capabilities. The R. L.
Polk data are used in u?dating population and housing data, preparing
resources documentation for the Selected Area Planning Process, supporting
it-using conservation and rehabilitation programs, and in preparing the 1977
Use Tnvent,,rv.
l:
L' I'1Z1:CLll1^`.G 1'_A6L BLANK NOT FILN1EIS
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Table 4.2 Maps Maintained by Oklahoma City Planning Department
Activity Centers
Base Maps (1" - 12,000')
Census Tracts (1" - 6.000', 1"
	 12.000')
Fire Protection
Flooding Maps
Housing Characteristics
Land Use (1" - 400')
Neighborhood Organizations
	 •
Parks and Recreation
Planemetri.c Mars (1 " - 460')
Planning Areas
Plan Maps (1" - 6,000')
Short Term Land Use Plan
State Highways
Streets
Subdivisions
Topographic (1:24,000)
Urban Services
Zoning (1" - 400')
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In 1979 the Data Monitoring and Research Section completed a three
year project to prepare the first complete city-wide inventory of existing land
uses in ORC since the 1949 Comprehensive City Plan. During that thirty year
period the city had grown in land area from 26.33 square miles to 621 . 49 square
miles, and in population from 226,000 to 391,000. The main sources of information
used in the inventory were:
• 1975-76 R.L. Polk data by address
• Planimetric maps at 1" - 200' scale (prepared from 1968 aerial photographs) •I
• Sanborn Address Maps
• 1973-74 Urban Information System Property Maps
• 1977 Base Maps at 1" - 400' scale
• 1976 Aerial Photographs at l' - 400' scale
• 1977 Field Survey
:'he inventory was prepared in nine major steps:
1. Convert the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) land use
information and housing information from the R.L. Polk files to a
modified Standard Land Use Code (SLUC), an.i map land use information
for central urbanized area on 1" - 200' planimetric maps.
2. Color code land use information on 1" - 400' base maps, field check
urban areas for errors, and map rural area land uses from aerial
photographs and windshield surveys.
3. Prepare land use overlay maps and tabulate acreages of land uses by
quarter sections.
L^
	
4. Prepare zoning overlay map and tabulate acreage of zoning categories
by quarter sections.
5. Compare land use and zoning acreages for each quarter section.
6. Compare lane use and zoning acreages for each section.
4-13
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'	 1 Polk
t
' List SIC Code for
Business Establishments
List No.	 housing Units	 11
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Figure 4.2 OKLAHOM, CITY 1976-79 LAND USE INVENTORY PROCESS
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7. Compare land use and zoning a
g 
r isy for each of 45 planning
rl
areas and determine distribution of vacant, park, open space and
i	
public land by zoning categories.
`	 8. Prepare data summaries and interpretations for 45 planning areas.
9. Aggregate land use and zoning information in to 9 subregions and city
total.
Approxima=ely twenty man-years of effort were required to complete the inventory
and land use profiles. Primary products of the inventory include:
e 76 color coded parcel-level land use saps at 1" - 400' scale (non-
reproducible)
e Land use acreages by parcel, quarter section, section planning area,
subregion and city total
e Zoning category acreage by zoning district, quarter section, section
planning area, subregion and city total
e Land use and zoning comparisons by quarter section, section and planning
area
e Land Use Profile Report
The data is current to January, 1977. At present there is no mechanism for
producing reproducible land use maps or updating the land use information.
i
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Developed
Acreata	 Acteage-
1..
I Residential .
Single Family 321,732
2-4 Family 1,237
Multi-Family 1,944
Mobile HcmP 546
Total Residential 36,459
Commercial
Commercial 5,990
Office 549
Industrial
Industry 3,365
Oil, Mining 889
Transportation, Comunicaticn,
and Utilities 39420
Total Industrial 7,674
Agriculture 19656
Public & Semi-public 3,834
Park and Open Space 18,146
Vacant 294,362
Railroads 1,319
Major Streets 6 Highways 15,375
lSpecial Governi:,ental Uses 12,3 15
t*less t:wn	 4-16
31
2
*
35
*
3
1
3
7
2
4
18
1
15
12
100.
x of
Total	 Acreage
Acreage	 Zoned
*
*
9	 120,504
	
2	 5,989
	
*	 979
1*
1
	
2
	
25,790
	
e
	
193,429
	
1
	 (3,834)
	5
	
(18,146)
74
	
*
	
(1,319)
I^
	4
	
(15,375)
	
3
	 (12,335)
	100
	 3 27 - U
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Oklahoma City was not one of the five Urban Technology System (UTS) sites
which participated in the PTI/NASA Remote Sensing User Requirements Committee
(NASA Contract NAS5-22412). , Oklahoma City replaced Independence, Missouri
which dropped out of the URC when follow-on project proposal negotiations became
protracted. The proposal to participate in the Landsat Applications Project
was introduced and sponsored locally by James Carter, UTS Technology Agent, then
Assistant City Manager, and a physicist with previous infrared sensing and
signal processing experience.
Project participation was approved by Norman Standefer, then Plannird
Director, and incorporated into the City Planning Department ' s work program for
,he 1977-78 fiscal year. The overall objective of the project for the Department
was to explore the potential of Landsat and related technologies for improved
urban analytical/res(earch capabilities. Roy Reynolds, Senior Planner in charge
of the Data Monitoring and Research Sectioa was selected to oversee the project.
At the time Reynolds had five years of city planning experience, degrees
in architecture and city planning, and was a member of the American Institute
of Certified Planners (AICP) and the World Future Society.
The OKC Landsat Project ..ent through four identifiable phases:
1. Capacity Building Phase from the time of the Penn State Training
courses in November, 1977 to the first Project Rev
`larch, 1978.
2. ORSER Project Phase from ?i rch through June, 197P.
3. Earth Resources iu!^oratery Phase from .June, 1978 t
'	 1978.
11
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4. Conclusion Phase from August through December, 1978.
4.9.1 Capacity Building Phase
During the Capacity Building Phase staff of the OKC Planning Department
became familiar with t 'ie basics of the Landsat system; personnel were trained to
operate the ORSER system and conduct the Landsat analysis; necessary equipment
and ancillary data were obtained; demonstrati .: project objectives established;
and a cooperative network initiated of potential remote sensing users in the
OKC region.
During the first two weeks of November, 1977, Reynolds attended the Remote
Sensing Training Course given the project participants by the Office if Remote
Sensing for Environmental Resources !ORSER) at Pennsylvania State University.
A w-_k after returning from PSU, a meeting was called to begin building a
cooperative network of local remote sensing users, and establish objecLiv -9
a:_d directions for Cit y Planning Department's Lardsat demonstration: projecL:W .
In attendance at this meeting were:
Al Conradi -	 District Conservationist, Soil Conservation
Service;
Keith Vaughn-	 Area Coordinator, 208 Program, State Conservation
Commission;
Dr. Charles Barb-	 Associate Professor. University of Oklahoma; 	 i
James Carter-	 Technology Agent, Assistant City Manager, Oklahoma
City;
Norman Standefer-	 Planning Director, Oklahoma City;
Roy Reynolds-	 Senior Planner, Oklahoma City, in charge of Landsat
investigation;
and other senior planners in the OKC Planning Department. 11wo demonstration
projects were selected on the basis of the Planning Departments needs and
4-16
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and Reynold's report from the PSU Training Course. The two projects
ban Growth Monitoring - Separate urban from agricultural land uses
ithin the city'- limits and determine the loss of agricultural acreage
etween two point$ in time.
tershed Monitoring - Monitor land use changes in the Atoka Reservoir
atershed and relate changes in land use to changes in water quality.
he Atoka Reservoir, one of the source& of OKC's water supply is
located 80 miles from the city.
As theandsat project progressed, the group represented at that first meeting
continued to help in many ways. From the Soil Conservation Service came ground
truth information on crops. Through the State Conservation Commission contact
was made with James Dawson of the Oklahoma Research Foundation who was setting-up
an image processing facility under contract to the State. The greatest-inter-
action, however, was with Dr. Charles Barb of the University of Oklahoma
Geography and engineering Departments. As a back-up site for the City in the NSF
Urban Technology System experiment, the University had cooperated with the City
on 22 technology adoption projects; thus a strong working relationship existed
between the City and Dr. Barb before the start of the'Landsat Project. Dr. Barb.
an urban geographer/plannar who was instrumental in establishing the Urban
and Regional Information Sysi_ems Association (URISa), had a grant from the Regional
Applications Program at NASA's Earth Resources Laboratory (ERL) in Slidell,
Louisiana, to develop curriculum material and conduct remote sensing courses
at the University. Thus, the sharing of knowledge and experiences between the
City's Landsat Project and Dr. Barb resulted in mutual benefits. Through Dr. Barb's
grant with NASA /ERL, the OKC planners were able to attend a two-week short course
M.	 at F.RL and pr .e3s their imagcr.f on the ERL/ERDAS Syst. ?m; and through the City's
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project, Dr. Barb obtained case study materials and assistance in developing a remote
sensing curriculum. The net effect of all of the organizational linkages among
these groups, all of whom were at the time in stages of considering, experimenting,
or developing remote sensing capabilities, was not so much technical assistance,
but rather a broadening of the support base (coalition building) of a local
"mass" of users.
By mid-December the remote computer terminal for operating the ORSER
system program, a DECwriter II, was delivered and installed in the Planning
Departmen:'s offices. Two other members of the Data Monitoring and Research
Section were assigned to work on the project: Rick Banister, a computer
programmer who was responsible fi, developing the section's R.L. Polk data base
system; and Gerald Johnson, an Admi.-strative Aide. Initial efforts concentrated
c- identifying sources of ground truth information.
In January, training of Bannister and Johnson on the ORSER programs was
i
begun by Reynolds. The Landsat image being used was a June 4, 1977 scene (W
#2864-16085) with 10 percent estimated cloud cover which had been selected by
NASA Regional Applications Program personnel prior to the PSU Training Course.
Problems were encourtered with printing BAT files over 500 records long, so
during the first week of February, PTI Project Coordinator Ned Buchman and
Beldon Bly from the Computer Science Corporation's (SCS) contract sup?ort group
V	 at the Goddard Regional Applications Center were called in to provide on-site
assistance and training. Three days assistance were required, during which
Bly and Buchman demonstrated procedures for editing ORSER Job Control Language
(JCL) statements to link BAT files, made recommendations on the procedures
for utilizing ground truth and excillary data, and taught the ORC staff techniques
ILI
for analyzing multispectral signatures from the ORSER STATS (statistical trainine)
r"	 and CLUS (cluster analysis) programs. Following the technical assistance from
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Bly and Buchman, work proceeded with statistical training (STATS) and uniform
mapping (UMAP) of selected study areas.
In March, a Landsat image browse facility was located at the National
Severe Storms Laboratory in Norman, Oklahoma. This depository contained un-
cataloged Landsat images on , 70 mm film spools for August, 1972 through November,
1975. From these film chips a list of cloud-free, high quality images was
made for use in ordering additional Landsat images.
March 15th and 16;.h, Reynolds, Johnson and Barb attended a Remote Sensing
Applications in Resource Management Symposium at Oklahoma State University.
Two direct impacts of attending the symposium were to broaden the City's approach
to Landsat applications to include other available remote sensing sources in
combination with Landsat, and to expand efforts to obtain different types and
sources of ground truth information.
By the First Project Review Meeting, March 29-30, 1978, Oklahoma City had
concluded the Capabity Building Phase and was transiticning into the ORSER
Analysis Phase. The project was fully staf fed, trained and equipped, demonstration
objectives set, organization linkages established with other local groups interested
in remote sen--ng, and ground truth data collection initiated. Several preliminary
land cover signatures were develuped and presented at the `larch Project Review
Meeting.
4.9.2 ORSER Analysis Phase
Between April and the end of July, the bulk of the OKC Landsat Applications
Project was devoted to analysis of :pro test sites utilizing the ORSER analysis	 `
i
system. The two test sites were the Bethany-Warr Acres area between Lake Hefner
and Lake Overholser and the area around Tinker Air Force Base,and Lake Stanley
Draper. The procedure developed For exLracring multispectral signatures and
4-21
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classifying land covers was to iteratively identify large spectrally uni-
form areas (UMAP) and statistically train on the uniform areas (USTATS), or
Ito perform a cluster analysis (CLUS) to indicate general areas for statisti-
cal training. After several spectral signatures were developed, one or sev-
eral classification maps wodld be prepared by altering the signature para-
meters (bandwidth, bandwidth mean, and critical limit). The results were
compared with aerial photos, existing maps, windshield surveys, and other
ground truth data to identify areas or categories requiring additional statis-
tical signature training.
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the land cover classification results obtained
after four months for the Bethany-Warr Acres and the' Tinker AFB/Stanley Draper test
•I
sites, respectively. Nine multispectral signatures were developed co-responsing
with seven land cover.juse types:
LAND CM"ER 1 ''S°	 I	 COLOR	 CVVIZCL
GTater blue L
Urban/Residential yellow $
Paved Surfaces/Commercial gray
Frsirie pink
Wetlands green ?
Agriculture/Prairie orange #
tan W
Bare ground/Fallow fields red +
brown G
1
C
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Figure 4.4	 Landsat Land Cover Classification of Bethany Warr Acres portion
of Oklahoma City.
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Figure 4.3
	 Landsat Land Cover Classification of Tinker :fir Force °ase
portion of Oklahora City.
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The Bethany-Warr Acres test site was evaluated for classification
accuracy. Ninety-four percent (94%) of the 9,000 acre test site was classified;
r -.
average accuracy of classification for all classes was 78%.
Two kinds of problems were experienced with the classifications: First,
?	 I
residential areas were found , to vary considerably with regard to differences
j	 {^. density, building size, rooftop compositions, landscaping of neighborhoods
I	 making it difficult to consistently classify residential areas. Secondly,
i
multi- :ipectral signatures developed for one land cover in one test area did
not alwa^fs classify well whf-n applied to another test area. This problem may
have been caused by "target" differences in the character of the land covers
which were not defined precis-ly enough by the broad mapping categories used,
or by "background" differences caused by extending signatures across physio-
graphic boundaries (the Bethany-Warr Acres test site is in the Reddish Prairies
Physiographic Area and the Tinker Air Force Base test site is in the Cross
Timbers Physiographic area). To obtain the "best" classification it would have
been necessary to use different sets of signature to classify differeat portions
of the city. A compromise classificati-n was developed by averaging some
signatures from different test sites and redefining some categories. Thus the
resultant classifications do not contain the maximum number of categories nor
the most detailed cover types that potentially could be derived from Landsat.
Other problems were found in trying to use the ORSER system. Development
s	 of signatures required weeks due to the inherently slow nature of the ORSER
system's remote batch mode of operation and difficulties in interpreting the
4-26
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QRSER character map outputs. It was necessary to hand-color the character
1
maps in order to use then--a process that was tedious and required tens of
burs. Lastly, the planners lacked sufficient understanding of statistics
to develop a sense of confidence in their ability to interpret and manipu-
late the ORSER programs.
A total of 407 ORSER jobs were run during 212 sessions connected to
the PSU computer. Total computer costs (not including the lease of the
remote terminal nor the long distance WATS line to the computer) were
$907.44. About 55% of the ORSER utilization occurred during the "Capacity
Building Phase". Between April and August, 82.63 hours of computer connect
time (78connections) and 39.92 minutes of computer processing time (206
jobs) were utilized to derive the multispectral signatures and produce the
land cover classifications of the two test sites. Total computer cost was
$370.16 or about fifty-eight cents per square,mile of city area.
A log of ORSER programs utilized was kept by. the OKC staff. About
three-fourths of the jobs run were logged (267 out of 360). About a third
of the programs in the system were utilized: the two training site selec-
tion programs (NMAP and UMAP), the statistical training programs (STATS and
USTATS), and two of the image classification programs (CLASS and CLUS).
Use of the reformatting and subsectioning programs are not shown; these
3	 functions were accomplished at the PSU Training Course. None of the data
pre-processing programs in the ORSER program were used, possibly because
they were not emphasized at the Training Course or because they require a
greater understanding of statistics to utilize effectively.
4.9.3 Earth Rescurces Laboratory Phase
At the invitation of Dr. Charles Barb at the University of Oklahoma,
OKC planning staff were able to utilize the facilities at NASA's Earth
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Resources Laboratory (ERL) in Slidell, Louisiana. Dr. Barb had a grant
from ERL to develop Landsat training programs of the University of Okla-
homa for undergraduate and graduate students; educators; and professional
resource managers, planners, and scientists.
This phase of the project lasted roughly from June through September,
1978. Ground-truth data collection and other preparatory work were begun
in June. Ground-truth data collection included obtaining 35-mm color and
false-color infrared oblique transparancies from a light airplane flown
over test areas of the city. Three Landsat scenes were ordered from scenes
identified at the National Severe Storms Lab browse facility and a copy of
the Landsat scene used on the ORSER was ordered so that land use changes
between 1973 and 1977 could be detected.
The bulk of the work of this phase was performed at the Earth Resources
Laboratory during a two week training course,,August 14 - 25, 1978. During
the course the U of 0-OKC team conducted two projects in order to produce
demonstration case studies for use in the ' University's training programs.
The objective of the first study was to develop general land cover classi-
fications cf selected areas in and around Oklahoma City and Norman, Oklahoma.
The objective of the second study was to identify the extent and location of
rural/agricultural land uses converted tc urban land uses within the city of
Oklahoma City.
To perform the Landsat analyses the ?J of 0-OKC team utilized the Earth
Resources Data Analysis System (ERDAS). ERDAS is a minicomputer -based,
interactive analysis system with color CRT display and electrostatic plotter
hard copy. The ERDAS system was operated by ERL personnel for the 0 of U-OKC
group. Using the ERDAS system, two Landsat scenes were GEOREV ed to remove
the geometric errors and re gnnple the ricte!re el p-rents to a 50 -eter grid.
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One scene (June, 1977) had previously been analyzed on the ORSER system by
the ,OKC planners (see Section 4.9.2); the other scene was a July, 1974
Iimage of Oklahoma City which ERL had had on file. The three scenes ordered
in June were not used; two were of the wrong city and one did not arrive in
I	
time to be used. Both supervised and unsupervised training and classifica-
tion methods were tested. In the supervised approach,•the planners selected
training areas from Landsat image displays on the ERDAS CRT. In the unsu-
pervised approach the computer automatically searches and selects suitable
training sites. The unsupervised "SEARCH" approach was determined to give
the better results, and are discussed below.
Figure 4.6 shows the Landsat land cover map of Oklahoma City produced
on the ERDAS system. The original of the map was produced at a scale of
1:62,500 by a Chromalin color process using electrostatic printer plots.
The categories on the map are:
Residential . . . . . . . . . 	 . . . Yellow
Commercial/Industrial . . . . . . . . Red
Asphalt . .	 .. . . . . . . . . . . White
Agriculture . . . . . . . 	 Green (3 shades)
Rare Ground/Fallow Fields . . . . . . Brown
Wetlands/Woodlands . . . . . . . . . Black
Water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Blue
The map could not be directly used by the OKC Planning Department,
because they have no other maps at the same scale. Also, the Chromalin
map requires several weeks to produce and was not available until October.
	 t
The classification, however, was judged to be accurate at a regional scale
(no quantitative accuracy test was made).
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Figure 4.7 shows the ERDAS land cover elassif icati)ns of Landsat scenes
from 1974 and 1977. The area in both classifications is a portion of North-
west Oklahoma City where there has been extensive conversion of agricultural
land to residential development. The 1977 image correctly identit'los several
areas of r.ew urban and residential development knowr to the planners. How-
ever, botii classifications contain several misclassifications such that
an accurate acre by acre (or pixel by pixel) determination of the changes
can not be made. Much of the area classified as commercial (red) and resi-
dtntial (yellow) in the 1977 image is in fact agricultural. To a lesser
extent this same miscategorization occurs in the 1974 image also. In the
1974 image the feature classified in white is the runways of an airport;
the material in the runways was correctly identified as different from the
other covers in the study area. In the 1977 Image, however, the airfield
has been misclassified as residential.
Because of time limitations while at ERL, not all of the features of the
ERDAS system were utilized. No land cover acreage statistics for the city
were produced because there was nit enough time to digitize and register
maps of the city's boundaries with the Landsat images. Also had more time
been available, more precise geometric corrections could have been made which
would have enabled the OKC planners to merge the 1974 and 1977 Landsat images
together for a more accurate change detection.
As a result of working on two different image processing systems--ORSER
and ERDAS--the Oklahoma City planners were able to make comparisons between
the advantages and disadvantages of the two systems. The design and opera-
tion of the two systems is quite different. The ORSER system operates in
batch mode from a keyboard terminal connected to a general purpose computer
1
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Figure 4.7 Land Cover Classification of 1974 and 1977 Landsat images of
Portion of Northwest Oklahona City using ERDAS Sybt.e
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via telephone lines; outputs are from a line printer. The ERDAS system
operates interactively with a color CRT display and a minicomputer; out-
puts can be from the CRT, a plotter, or a film recorder. Figure 4.8 sum-
marizes the Oklahoma City planners' comparison of the two systems. The
ERDAS system was easier to use and produced results quicker; on the other
hand, the ORSER system does not require any expensive computer equipment
and can be used by a local planner from his or her office without having
to travel to a special image processing facility.
4.9.4 Conclusion Phase
The Conclusion Phase began in August, 1978, when Oklahoma City and the
other project participants were asked by PTI to evaluate their results to
that point and estimate what additional time, action, and resources would
be required to achieve a complete transfer of the Landsat system (i.e.,
develop self-sustaining local programs utilizing Landsat data or products).
At the end of September. Oklahoma Cit y reported its accomplishments and
conclusions at the second Project Review fleeting held at the Earth Resources
Laboratory. Oklahoma City, Atlanta and San Jose submitted informal project
outlines to ERRSAC for continuing the transfer process in those sites in
November, 1973. In February, 1979, the OKC project participants--Roy Reynolds,
Gerry Johnson, : m Carter, and Dr. Charles Barb--spent three days with the
PTI Project Coordinator reviewing the project.
The OKC Landsat project identified three potentially beneficial Applica-
tions of La.ndsat:
1. Land cover change detection 	 11
2. Watershed land use/water quality
monitoring
3. Integrated geographic based
inform.ition sN•,;tem
4-3'
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r	 Figure 4.8 Oklahoma City Comparison of ORSER and ERDAS Image Processing
l	 Systems
ORSER	 ERDAS
• Hardware costs $1,500 - • Processiap, Results
3,000 obtained quickly (min-
e Outputs are 1 :24,000 utes, days)
w
scale • CRT display enables easy
c^. • Remote access possible understanding
• Special computer not • Good geometric correction
required • Color outputs from CRT
• Map boundary input pos-
sible
• Conversational language
easy to learn
• Processing results ob- • Hardware costs $50,000 -
tained slowly (hours, 100,000
weeks) • Outputs must be enlarged
• Line printer display to scale photographic-
W difficult to understand ally
H• Poor geometric correc- • Must travel to facilitytion with syster ► to use
• Line printer outputs • Minicomputer required i
must be hand colored
a • Map boundary input not
practical
• JCL ccntrols difficult
to learn
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I	 During the Landsat project the OKC Flanntng staff developed an internal
fcapability to process Landsat data and conducted a demonstration project
of the land cover change detection application. Landsat land cover maps
were produced using the PSU-ORSER system and the ERL-ERDAS system.
As part of the Landsat project the OKC planners also took several steps
to develop working relationships with other Landsat users in the central
Oklahoma area. This network included the Soil Conservation Service, Oklahoma
Conservation Commission, Oklahoma Foundation National Severe Storms Labora-
tory, Oklahoma State University and University of Oklahoma. In cooperation
with the OU Geography Department, the city planners helped to develop train-
ing course materials to be used by the University.
To achieve a complete transfer of the Landsat technology to Oklahoma
City the planners estimated would require an additional two years. The
program, as developed by the OKC planners, would need to focus on expanding
the awareness and support of local decision makers for the technology, addi-
tional testing and development of operational applications, and development
of information systems for integrating social, demographic, environmental,
and administrative data and records with remote sensing information. The
following transfer program outline was prepared by the OKC planning staff:
A. First Year Program
1. Outreach Program - To develop and implement a program of dialogue
between public officials and citizens regarding the benefits of
Landsat and geographic information systems.
Activities:
• Outreach program conceptualization and design
• Landsat/OBIS introductory presentations and workshops
• Documentation of first year OKC Landsat project
• Demonstrations of OP.SER and visual image processing systems
• Maintenance and further development of the central Oklahoma
remote sensing network
• Public awareness campaign regarding all such'information
technolocies
	 i
3	 1.
i
^L
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2. Staff training - To create an on-going role for one Associate
Planner to maintain knowledge and expertise in Landsat and GBIS	 j
technologies for monitoring the physical, geographic development
of OKC.
Activities:
• Development of a training manual
• Attendance in an appropriate short course
• Assumption of duties relating to these technologies
3. Research - To contine investigation of potential urban data system
technologies to be transferred to Oklahoma City.
Activities
• Further investigation of Return Beam Vidicom, computer enhanced
imagery, aerial overflights, and other image-oriented products
of Landsat
• Initiate intensive investigation into GBIS and related urban
development monitoring systems
• Investigate automated data base systems
4. Cataloging - To develop a reference library of OKC coverage from
remote sensing platforms.
• Catalogue aerial photos (slides and prints) of OKC
• Catalogue literature searches
• Catalogue searches of Landsat scenes
• Catalogue all related reference material
B. Second Year Program
1. Liaison - To continue the dialogue and information networking
developed during the first year program.
Activities:
• Periodic publication of a newsletter
• Maintaining personal com u-,ication with interested individuals
and groups
2. Demonstration projects - To initiate the institutionalization of
Landsat and GBIS sy stems in OKC government.
Activities:
• Workshop/short course training sessions
• Selected demonstration projects identified by interested
departments
J
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3. Implementation - To formalise into OKC government operations the
use of Landsat and GBIS
i
Activities:
e Guarantee of expertise availability through the appropriate
combination of in-house skills and contractual agreements with
private firms and/or universtiy services
e Use of Landsat products in city government activities and
operations
ORiGtNPlL FUALITY
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l	 5.0 CONCLUSIONS OF POOR QUALITY
`	 The goals of the Local Governments Landsat Program were to address five
jmajor issues regarding the transferability of digital Landsat remote sensing
4 
l	 technology to local governments, and to recommend policies for transferring
this technology. The five issues were:
1. Can local governments develop an internal capability to understand and
utilize Landsat data?
2. For what applications important to local planning is Landsat suited?
3. Can low cost digital image processing systems be used in operational
local government remote sensing programs?
4. What are the organizational and institutional issues influencing the
transferability of Landsat?
5. What methods can be used effectively to tranfer Landsat technology to
4
local governments?
This section discusses what was learned regarding these issues as a result
of this project. Recc=endations based on chese conclusions are discussed in
Section 6.
E i
	
5.1 Capability Development
Four of the five jurisdictions developed a basic internal capability
among one or more local planners to understand and process digital Landsat data.
Minneapolis dropped out of the program too early to determine whether or not it
could have also developed an internal capability. This capability was not in-
stitutionally sufficient enough to be self-sustaining, but was sufficient to
demonstrate that local planners could be trained to process Landsat data.
5-1
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z	 Surveys of the short course participants indicated that the Pennsylvania
:1	 State University remote sensing course presented by the Office for Remote
Sensing of Environmental Resources (ORSER) was very effective in providing
the project participants with basic training. Criticisms were limited only
i I	 to the lack of urban planning application examples used in the course, and
a day devoted to photointerpretation techniques which the participants
judged not to be relevant to their digital processing projects.
Short courses are not in themselves sufficient to adequately train per-
sonnel, however. Mechanisms for additional learning after an initial training
course are needed to allow users to refresh their minds and cover subjects
iteratively as their understanding increases; and to train additional
personnel who cannot travel to and attend one-to-twc week short courses.
Personal contact including on-site visits, and workshops, was most effective
for continuing the training and training new personnel.. Telephone callb and
computer terminal-to-terminal conferences were effective in solving specific,
problems, but not for training. Information bulletins had only limited
effectiveness.
Most problems encountered by the planners were with procedures, and in
making judgment or analysis decisions. The lack of comprehensive documenta-
tion on methods and techniques was an important limitation. Heuristic guides
are needed to assist users, particularly inexperienced users, with planning
projects and making interpretive judgments. Also, additional training in sta-
tistics was needed to develop stronger backgrounds in the specialized statis-
tics and techniques of image processing.
OF POOR QUALV, -
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'.. l	 Institutionally, the capabilities developed during the project did not
have adequate time to become self -fuff icient. The cities concluded that
to institutionalize the capabilities initiated by the project would require
2-3 years total time. This time would be required to adapt and engineer the
technology to local planning needs, demonstrate. applications and benefits,
obtain the approval of political and management leaders, train sufficient
users, develop necessary organizational linkages, and acquire equipment and
systems.
5.2 Local Applications
The results of the project suggest that Landsat, or other digital multi-
spectral remote sensing, potentially have several applications to local
planning. However, few or these applciations has yet been developed to an
operationally ready status which could be widely transferred to local
governments. The technology for using Landsat or other remote sensor
derived information lags behind the technologies f 5r collecting and processing
data. Attempts to develop local applications during this project were hindered
by technical problems with the L.ndsat data and with the capabilities of the
data processing system used by the local planners.
The local planners found that Landsat data cannot generally be substituted
for the data presentl y used or required for urban planning. Urban planners require
current information on the demand for urban services and on the factors which
create these demands: land use, transoortation, population, housing and eco-
nomic activity (employm.at ). Frequently, local ordinances, state aCatutes,
and Federal regulations require that this information be gathered and reported
I	 in sEs^ific formats. These requirements, limit the application of Landsat
to local planning.
.c^. , ..
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for traditional types of urban planning data is that Landsat provides informa.tioa
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about land cover, not land use. Land cover describes the physicial features
of the terrain, while land use describes the functional and economic activities
which occur on the land.
The differences between urban land use categories and Landsat land cover
categories can be seen by comparing Tables 3. 19 and 3.11. In built up areas,
Landsat categories are less detailed and in undeveloped areas, Landsat cate-
gories are more detailed. Presently, there are very few urban planning pro-
cedures or models that exist for using land cover information. This lack of
technologies for utilizing the information in local adminstrative and policy
decision making is a major restriction on the local governments ability to us-
ing the Landsat data coliection technology or digital processing analysis tech-
nologies.
Other problems found in applying Landsat information for urban planning
include the spatial resolution of the data, the geometric accurac y , and timely
data delivery. uncorrected geometric distortions in the digital Landsat data
caused by the characteriscics of the multispectral scanner and the satellite's
orbit limit its use at the small scales required for most urban planning activ-
ities. Most administrative land use decisions (such as zoning, building permits,
etc.) are made on individual parcels, and most city land use policy decisions
are made on a neighborhood bases.
Data celivcry must be timely and reliable. For example, to utiliza Land-
sat data operationally for its annual vacant land inventory, the San Jose Plan-
ping Deparment would need to receive imagery acquired by the satellite about 	 %
April 1 within	 sufficient time to complete the inventorN by July 1 when it
is reported to the City Council.
5-4
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	I	 Data reliability, costs, and currency were major concerns of the local
planners. Generally, they felt that their current land use data sources
and procedures were accurate and reliable. The time and cost to keep land
use informatton up-to-date, however, was frequently described as a problem. 	 I
Because the local planners did not usually have formal authorities, they 	
(I
were dependent on documentation and persuasion. Planners must be "account-
able" as one project participant expressed it. Landaat data, however, did
not always prove to be reliable. All of the cities reported confusion of
different land use types being classified into the same land cover category.
All of the cities found that classification accuracies decrreased slightly
when they applied multispectral signatures beyond the area from which they
were derived (i.e., from one part of the city to anot l-er). Generally urban
categories were less accurate than non-urban categories, such as forest and
water. Oklahoma City found that , features classified in images from iiffer-
ent dates were classified differently even though the images were from the
same time of vear.
Despite the lack of developed ways to apply Landsat information to
local planning and the technical limitations of the data. the local planners
were all impressed by the po!.ential for applying Landsat type data for
local planning. Major advantages of a Landsat-like system that the planners
perceived were (1) that the data are digital, (2) that repetitive coverage
is provided, and (3) that the images are synoptic.
r.	 At the present time the Landsat System appears to be most applicable
	 1	 .,I
F.	 in urban areas for calibrating hydrologic models. The land cover informa-
^Ij	 Lion derived from Landsat are closely related to the ground cater and im-
permiability ..:ensures used in h y drologic procedures and models for prediciting
^ ^	 S-S
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'	 store water runoff and flooding. Several other studies, particularly those
1	 192931405
by Robert Fagan and Thomas Jackson, 	 have demonstrated the
feasibility and economics of this application in urbanized areas. The data
`	 from Henrico County suggest, further, that an index could be developed to
enable automatic calculation of hydrologic rodel parameters from Landsat
imagery ( Figure 3.5).
A second application appears to be preparation of vacant land inven-
tories. Landsat sensors are most accurate in distinguishing vegetation and
non-urban land covers. Local planning data bases generally do not include
detailed information about undeveloped or vacant areas ( see Table 3.9).	 I
i
Landsat could be applicable for local governments who need information on
land cover types or conditions in undeveloped or vacant areas, if the area
involved is large.
The application demonstra *_ i,on projects Suggest that land use change
I
monitoring is potentially a high priority application area for remote sensing
if the technical problems can be overcome. Landsat appears to ::e potential-
ly most applicable for monitoring new urban Jevelonmcnt at the urban fringe.
Because of Landsat's resolution and beccuse it provides land cover rather
than land use information, it is probably less applicable for detecting the
other two major types of urban. ?and use changes - infilling and recevelop-
ment. Techniques for operationally: merging digital Landsat images from
different dates, automatically detecting areas which have changed, determin-
ing what land use or land cover the change has come from and gone too, and
for displaying and sun,iarizing the information in a form useful to users
must still be developed.	
I
Land use information - particularl y land use cond4tion, densit y , and
•I•,,.
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sensing. land use inventories using conventional survey techniques
require several man-years to complete for a medium sized city. The local
planners felt that the digital characteristics of Landsat-type would
be particularly advantageous in establishing and maintaining computer-
ized land use information systems and in preparing land use area
statistics.
The results in the four sites suggest that Landsat land cover
information most closely corresponds with land use categories at
6
about Level I of the USGS classification system; 	 that is: Urban,
Agriculture, Rangeland, Forest, Water, Wetland, and Barren. At this
level classification, accuracies of 85 to 95 percent can be expected
with confidence. At this level of detail, Landsat provides a regional
overview of development patterns which some of the planners felt they
did not obtain from other data sources. However, all of the planners
agreed t`.iat at least Level II classification with better than ninety
percent accurac y would be required for local policy analysis, and more
detailed information would be needed for administrative decisions.
OFIGtrJ^L PAGE cg
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5.3	 Digital Image Processing Systems
The results of the project demonstrate that low-cost, remote access
digital image processing systems can be operated by local planners in oper-
ational environments. It'is doubtful, however, that many local governments
could support and maintain image processing systems with existing local
data processing facilities. Moreover, existing low-cost systems such as
ORSER do not have sufficient capabilities to support a complete local
operational remote sensin g program.
None of the jurisidictions participating in the project felt they could
transfer and maintain the complete ORSF.R system on their local computer
facilities (durinc- t1 e -p roject tGe Q E--i s stU'L was maintained by the Com-
puter Center at Pennsylvania State Universit y). The planning departments
have limited data processing budgets themselves, and few planners are
trained to use computers. Local data processing functions are usually
performed by the Finance or Budget Departments, which typically have little
excess capacity, often do not support remote access or interactive pro-
cessing, and do not have man y staff with the skills to support scientific
or analytical data processing.
If local government computing facilities cannot support image process-
ing systems, it may be possible for local planners to obtain remote access
to digital image processing systems through state or regional bureaus,
z	 universities, commercial firms, or non-profit associations. The advant-
ages of the remote access analysis systems are that they enable users to
process remote sensing data in their operational environement; can build
local capacity; equipment costs can be relatively low; operational costs
5-8
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are shared among multiple users; costs for expensive components of the
fsystem are reduced; and system maintenance and development can be
centralized and are not the responsibility of system users.
Development and modification of existing remote access systems, such as
ORSER, are needed to make them more effective to utilize and provide
necessary capabilities to support operational programs. All of the planners
concluded that the ORSER system required too much time to use, and needed
to be made easier for non-computer programming personnel to learn to operate.
The system was slow to derive results because it operates in remote-batch
mode at low data transmission rates, and because the outputs were lifficult
to work with. The planners found they could not use the ORSER line printer
maps without first handcoloring them. The users also found that the ORSER
system control (JCL program stems) and system documentation assumed a level
of computer expertise or ex perience greater than most planners generally
have. The system also requires a statistical understanding greater than
most of the planners had. A conversational system with documentation which
assumed no previous computer experience would be easier to use.
A major difficulty in using the ORSER was the lack of a geometric
correction capability sufficient to accurately register a Landsat image with
a 1:24,000 scale map over an area the size of a city. A more accurate
geometric correction program is also needed to enable planners to register
i	
and composite images from different dates for change detection or multi-
temporal classifications. The ability to obtain land coverage area tab-
ulations within political, administrative, or environmental boundaries
is also required for an operational local government application; as is,
,he ahilitr to into rite remote scn,;i.r.c data wit`. other local data,
a
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particularly administrative: records, and with user models.
^f
Cost is also an important issue in whether or not local governments
could operationally support dig3:al processing systems. The four jurisdic-
tions which used the CRSER system for 12 months, each "spent" approximately
I	 $1,500 for computer a ui
	 t $1 000 for computer processing time $3 , 000 P	 q PmeF	 .	 ^	 P	 8	 .I ,,
for the long distance telephone ,-) the PSU Computer Center, $500 for Landsat
data and supplies, and a quarter man-year of planner's time. Although the
costs are substantially less than commercial image processing services which
cost about $200 per hour, ;1: costs would be significant in most planning
departments' budgets. I.,erefore, it will be necessary that Landsat appli-
cations demonstrate aig_.if'-ant cost savings, increased productivity or
benefits to officiates outside the planning department to be justifiable
in local governments.
1	 5.4 Institutional Issues
_	 Institutionally, the greastest issue inhibiting the transfer of Landsat
or other remote sensing to local governments is that the benefits of the
technology are still undefined. This makes it difficult to obtain the sup-
port from political groups and top managers that is necessary to commit
.	 local resources to test Landsat and transfer the use of Landsat. In this
project the benefits to local governments were perceived as being unknown
and primarily 2 ­3 years from potential realization. This resulted in a
lack of top management involvement, and reduced the level. of resources (time)
committed to the project. Packaged applications of Landsat must be developed
[ t
which will produce initial benefits to top-level general management or func-
tional line departments within a few months in order to insure political
support for continued development of internal capabilities and transfer.
;FI ,	 5-10
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i Mother institutional issue inhibiting the transfer of Landsat
and remote sensing technology to local governments is that mapping
and land information functions are generally not centralized in local
governments. Several departments usually have responsibilities for
different types of land infbrmation. Frequently, efforts are unco-
ordinated and may overlap. Usually information collected by one
group are incompatible with similar information maintained by other
departments. Within the various departments these mapping and infor-
mation functions are usually performed by lower level staff in sup-
port of the departments' main missions. Thus no one "looks out" for
the city's mapping and land information comprehensive needs.
Within this environment it is difficult to demonstrate remote sensing
benefits, since the total costs devoted to mapping and land information
processing are probably unkown. It may also be difficult for a single
department or agency to justify the cost of a remote sensing program or
equipment since the total benefits cannot be derived '^y a single depart-
ment. Under these circumstances, it may also be difficult to train and
maintain sufficient number of staff in order to maintain an operational
remote sensing program. It therefore may be easier to transfer Landsat
in local governments that have centralized their rapping and land informa-
tion processing functions.
The lack of "slack resources" to apply to testing and transferring
satellite remote sensing technologies is also a problem in local governments.
Unlike many state budgets which have accumulated large surpluses in recent 	
t
years, many local governments have been faced with fixed or decling budgets.
All of the planning departments pzrticipating in the project had experienced
5-11
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recent staff freezes or cuts. During the project attempts were made in
several states to further limit local government revenues derived from
property taxes; Proposition 13 in California had an indirect effect on
limiting the Landsat project in San Jose. Since most innovations, even
those designed to increase productivity or reduce costs, require some
resources to be diverted from their normal functions at least to test
and transfer new technologies, budget restrictions and cutbacks, par-
ticula •:ly in planning departments, may reduce local governments' abilities
to adopt satellite remote sensing unless subsidies for doing so are
available.
The results of the project strongly suggest that the capabilities of
local governments to adopt and utilize Landsat would be improved through
the use computerized geographic information systems in local governments.
in all of the project sites, the Landsat projects brought our and focused
planners' and planning managers' attention on the need for greater coor-
dination of the data they currentl y use and have available. The planners saw
Landsat having its greatest potential benefit when incorporated in a geo-
graphic information sy stem which would enable them to coordinate and effec-
tively apply a variety of information sources and t.pes to planning prob-
lems.
The existence o f kcal support groups outside the cit y or county
government also appears to be an important institutional factor. These
support groups can consist of state, university, commercial, and other
r.	 1
remote sensing user organizations. According to one of the planners
participating in the project, the existence of other remote sensing users
"multiplies" the resources committed by the local government. The other
users act to establish an external coalition which su pports the sdopter's
5-12
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e!forts to build internal support for his .decision to transfer a new
techno'.jgy .
( 5.5 Remote Sensing Transfer Process
Efforts to transfer satellite remote sensing to local governments
should emphasize local capacity building, well defined benefits, and
technical assistance to adapt the technology to meet local needs.
I
In the opinion of i "ibcaX govep ments who participated in the pro-
jest, the project ' s greatest impact was the capacity building which oc-
curred as a result of the remote sensing training, networking with other
users, contact with NASA and PTI technical personnel, and direct involve-
ment in the applications demonstration projects. This capacity building
generally went beyond digital processing of Landsat data to include uses
of other types of remote sensing data, computer processing experience, and
computerized information system concepts applied to local planning and
management issues.
The benefits of using remote sensing need to be emphasized in order to
obtain political and managerial support for transferring and adopting the
technology. One of the problems in the Local Governments Landsat Appli-
cation Program was that these benefits were undefined. As a consequence,
top-level management involvement was lacking. Without top -level management
involvement sufficient local resources could not be committed, inter-
departmental coordination could not be obtained, and the results of the
local projects could not be applied decision-making needs.
In addition to training users and enabling them to test the technology
through demonstration projects, the technology transfer process needs to
include sufficient technical assistance to adapt satellite remote sensing
to meet lot al coverr.--ants' needs. Local Qovernments do not themselves
l5-13
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have the research and engineering capabilities required to develop and
document applications, develop information extraction techniques, and
cost engineer existing systems to meet their needs. The Local Governments
Landsat Applications Program plan incorrectly assumed that the technologies
involved were mature enough that little technical assistance or adaptation
would be required. When attempts were made during the course of the project
to provide greater technical assistance in response to the problems which the
local governments identified, the resources to provide that assistance were
sometimes unavailable. In order to make the ORZER system easier for the
^.	 local planners to use it was planned to change to a conversational version
i
of the system called OCCULT (ORSER Complete Conversational User Language
Translater). However development of this system by ERRSAC was not completed
in time. Other attempts by ERRSAC to produce digitally enhanced images of
each of the cities and to produce land cover area measurements for Henrico
County Experienced long delays and produced only poor results due to pro-
blen.s w'th ER SAC's imaze processing equipment.
Early transfers of satellite remote sensing technology to local govern-
ments will probably require 2-3 years to establish self-sustaining local
programs. This time will be needed to adapt the technology to meet user
requirements and cost constraints, build local capabilities, train personnel,
I.	 demonstrate benefits, obtain decision-makers' support, and establish necessary
institutional arrangements. In order to maintain local government commitments
IL	 for this length of time, the transfer process must be structured to produce
beneficial results for the local governments incrementally at each step of
the process.
6
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I-0me of objectives of this project is to formulate policy recommendation3
to guide NASA's transfer activities aimed at developing local and state re-
mote sensing programs. Based upon the experiences of the five local govern-
ments who participated in the project, as well as the insights of the PTI
and NASA staff involved in the project, the following recommendations are
offered for consideration by NASA.
6.1 Local Governments Space Technology Applications Program
It is critical to further applications of remote sensing and ether space
technologies to local problems that local elected officials and key policy
decision-makers become better acquainted with the benefits of space technology
and become involved in planning for future operational space programs.
To accomplish this a Local Governments Space Technology Applications Program.
should be established similar to programs currently involving state legislators
and chief executives. The purpose of this program i:ould be to deveicp a _focal
point to communicate the capabilities of NASA technology to local government
.executives; as well as, to provide local input directly to NASA concerninL
local government priorities and issues relating to space :echnolog-: including
the Landsat program.
{ Working hrou g h a consortium ofg	 b	 public interest organizations
	 re-
present local government managers and executives, local government innovaticn
networks, and regional innovation groups, the program would have several
objectives:
• Identify and coordinate long-term needs of local governments
e refine their raquireTrents for operational space programs
ii
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• Provide recommendations concerning existing NASA technology transfer
activities
• Establish a process for providing technical assistanct and advisory services
for local governments
• "Qstablish a clearinghouse to exchange 'information on local government
activities and needs
• Prepare recommendations to NASA on long-term capacity improvement
needs of local governments
6.2 Urban Management Information Systems Program
By the year 2:70, 83 percent of the American population is expected to
1
live in urban regions. These regions are expected to occupy 16 percent of
the land area of the continental United States, as against 7 percent in 1960.
From 200 , 000 square miles in 1960, urban regions are projected to cover almost
500,000 square miles. An Urban Management Information Systems Program should
be established 4 imed at impro, ^ng - the Country ' s ability to manage its urban
lands and resources. The objectives of this program would be to research,
develop and test the benefits of remote sensing and other NASA technologies
applied to the problems of urban management information s ystrms particularly
in the areas of land, environmental quality, and energy conservation. Local
governments would direct the program b y establishing goals and objectives,
and would participate in program activities by acting as research test sites.
NASA and other fee eral agencies could provide the research and technical re-
sources to adapt appropriate technologies to local governments needs and cost
constraints. The program would identify the key common information needs and
requirements of urban managers, assess potential benefits, identify critical
research activities needed to meet identified information requirements, eval-
uate the utilit y
 of existing information collection /management /application
systems,	 ^	 r....	 tv	 t r -
-I
1
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search, evaluate results, and package and transfer systems to urban managers and
governments.
6.3	 Development of Local Governments' Capabilities
In addition to broad-based and long-range programs for developing local
decision makers awareness and developing urban management information systems, 	
1
NASA should continue to develop the internal capabilities of local government
agencies and personnel to t •lderstand and utilize remote sensing data. Re-
commended actions include:
I
• Transfer geographic-based information systems to local governments.
Active utilization of GBIS systems will improve local 	 ,Tt cents'
abilities to coordinate, manage, and utilze their existing information
sources and records with remote sensing data; improve local government's
ability to utilize computers for planning, relict, and decision suppo!L
applications; enable local governments to coordinate their information
requirements and procedures; and provide mechanisms for utilizing re-
motely sensed data.
• Develop a Remote Sensing :'ana; , ers' Guide and other u-er documentation.
At present Lnere exists no comprehensive guides for local and state
planners and managers who must manage remote sensing demonstration
projects and implement operational remote sensing programs. Docu-
I
mer_tation should be developed to assist managers to define remote
sensing project goals and objectives; plan and coordinate project
tasks; icentify and allocate project resources: select and acquire
UaL,.. equlpmcnL, 3114 L,_ .:11gUt5 tJ od U.Sed; prrt;cnt project re;ultS,
I
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FIGURE 6.2 OUTLINE OF REMOTE SENSING FANAGER'S GUIDEBOOK
• Problem Definition
• Setting Goals and Objectives
• Project Organization, Management, Coordination
• Project Planning
• Feasibility Study
• Procuring Products or Services
• Training Personnel
• Remote Sensing Data Collection/Selection .
I	
• Ground Based Data Collection / Acquisition
J
• Remote Sensing Information Extraction Techniques and Procedures
• Preparation of Maps, Statistics, and Other Output Products
• Measuring Remote Sensing Information Accuracy
• Integration of Remote Sensing Data and Information Managerit:nt Systems
• Decision Support `Iodels
• Assessing Project Res-,:lts/3enefits
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and assess project results and benefits. Technical documentation
r	 should be prepared to support the Manager's Guide by providing
f 
I	 detailed discussions of specific applications, data types;
equipment and technique evaluations, and cost-benefit comparisons,'''
• Train Local and State Government Personnel
NASA should continue to provide local and state planners and resource
scientists with remote sensing and information systems training. NASA
should also continue to ericnurage the development of additional
training programs by developing and disseminating basic training
materials and providing grants.to universities, public interest
organizations, and private industry to develop training courses,
workshops, and seminars. NASA should also develop self-taught
i
programs (slide-cassette, video, and computer assisted instruction) .
for state and local gover*iments to conduct in-house or continuing
training.
6.4	 Package Proven Remote Sensine Applications for Transfer
The development of local government remote sensing users can best
be accomplished by transfer of proven, practical applications which meet
identified user needs and have specific, demonstrated benefits. These
applications should be "packaged" to include all the elements users re-
gtiire to utilize it: data collection system, information extraction system,
decision support models, training, and documentation. Documentation should
be designed to address decision makers, program managers, and project staffs.
t
r
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Application packages should include a variety of remote sensing systems,
platforms and methods, not just satellite techniques. By providing users
with a variety of alternatives, local governments will be encouraged to
utilize appropriate technologies and will utilize more remote sensing in-
formation, including satellite data. It is recommended that NASA develop
packages for two Landsat urban applications: (1) calibration of hydrologic
models of storm runoff, flooding, and water quality; and (2) urban fringe
land use monitoring.
Papers by Blanchard, Burgy and Algazi, Jackson, Jackson and Fagan,
2,3,4,5,6,7,3,9
Ragan and Jackson, Rango, and Salomonson 	 have reported the
successful application and cost benefits of Landsat data in hydologic modeling.
Some available runoff and water quality models include: the Storage,
Treatment, and Overflow Model (STORM), Storm Water ":anagement Model
(S[12M); Agricultural Runoff "anagement Model 	 Battelle Urban
haste t;atet Management Model; Hydrocomp Si:iulation Program (MMSP); %on-
point Pollution Simulation :odel . (::SP); and the XIT Urban watershed Yodel
(MITCAT). An applications package utilizing the results of these and other
investigations should be used to describe the costs, benefits, and procedures
for interfacing Landsat derived information with existing watershed models.
Papers by Alexander; Angelici, et al.; Ellefsen, et al.; Milazzo, et al.
10,11,12,13,14,15,16
Stauffer and :cM;inney; rood; Wilson, et al.; 	 diScuszied the
use of Landsat imagery for monitoring land use changes. Results have been
promising, but an operationally acceptable system has not yet been proven.
In the opinion of the planners participating in the local Governments Landsat
Application Progiam this is the Landsat application of greatest potential
change monitoring system and package it for transfer.
6-7
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6.5 Develop and Test Low-Cost Information Extraction Systems
Existing digital image information extraction systems have been designed
primarily for use by remote ,sensing researchers and do not meet the needs of
operational land use planners. Moreover. most of these systems require ex-
pensive computers and/or special purpose equipment beyond the reach of local
governments to acqu'rc and maintain. ::AS'. should continue research to
develop information extraction techniques ailed at the needs and capabilities
of operational land use planners and resource managers, and should continue to
support development and testing of low cost information extraction systems.
Specifically, it is recommended that NASA (1) investigate applications of
digitally-enhanced, manually-interpreted Landsat imagery; (2) develop re-
mote-access or stand-alone micro-computer based information extraction systFTs;
and (3) develop integrated information extractionlgeographic information systems.
Digital image classification techniques are usuall y recommended because
standard Landsat photographic image products do not have sufficient detail
and quality to be used for many applications, and because large geographic
areas can be quickly classified using computers. Most local planners, how-
ever, have little computer or statistical analysis experience, and most local
planning agencies have limited capabilities and budgets to support computer
systems and applications. Local planners generally do have experience in
photo interpretation, ind are used to working with graphic forr.+s of infor-
mation like maps, graphs and photos. Digital image enhancement
techniques should be applied to producing Lvages from digital data at scales
c.hich con he	 i-1--rrotod ­^ local plannerz. T!,Ai procedure vould
enable local planners to utilize satellite remote sensing; data rising inter-
pretation techniques and collateral information they are familiar with.
6-8
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The digitally enhanced images could be obtained from commerical firms
at lower cost than information extraction services or development of
in-house computers and digital analysis capabilities.
Recent developments in semiconductor memory and microprocessor tech-
nologies should be applied to developing low-cost image information extraction
techniques. Using existing off-the -shelf hardware a microcomputer based
information extraction systems with color video display capabilities could
be developed for $10 , 000 - $20,000. Recently, the Environmental Pesearch
Institute of Michigan (ERIM) has announced a microcomputer based Remote
^	 Analysis Station (RAS) and Egbert Scientific Software has announced a
stand-alone Image Analysis Package for Microcomputers ( llTAC). Dunn
Instruments and Trilog have introduced color computer output devices for
approximately $12,000 which could - be utilized "in a low-cost analysis
system. These systems should be tested in user environments, and soft-
ware designed for operational remote sensing users.
One way to increase the utility of local governments investment in
formation extraction systems is to integrate the functions of image analy-
sis and geographic information management /mapping in the same equipment.
This concept has been demonstrated by NASA in the development of the Land
Use Management Information System (LUMIS), Multi-Input Land Use Information
System (MILUIS), and the Domestic Information Display System (DIDS)
•	 Demonstration Project. In the DIDS Project the Atmospheric and Ocean-
:	 ographic Image Processing System (AOIPS) was utilized to produce color
displays and maps of socio-economic data collected by the Census Bureau
and ether federal agencies. YASA should cnntinue to con0tct research nn
I.
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t6chniques for integrating remote sensing data with other types of geo-
graphic data, and should conduct engineering studies to reduce their cost
and increase their user effectiveness.
6.6 Demonstrate and Assess Transfer Arrangements
The Local Governments Landsat Applications Project experimented with
only one potential transfer arrangement for applying satellite re-
mote sensing in local governments - internal digital image information
extraction by individual local planning agencies using a remote access
analysis system. In addition to demonstrating this transfer arrangement,
NASA should explore other alternatives. For example, it has already been
recommended that in order for local governments to develop internal cap-
abilities NASA should increase the awareness of local government decision-
makers; provide training for local management technical personnel; develop,
demonstrate, and package operational remote sensing applications; develop
lower cost information extraction systems better suited to operational users,
needs; assist local governments to develop or transfer integrated land use
information management systems; enable local governments with opportunities
to conduct local demonstration projects; and provide assistance to local
governments implementing operational remote sensing programs.
A major alternative to developing in-house systems is to procure
remote sensing products and services from outside sources. At present
this alternative usually is not feasible because there are few providers
of satellite remote sensing products and services for local governments, and
because local officials do not know how to acquire these services and pro-
ducts. I:ASA should continue to encouraee the development of n vigorous,
6-10
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coherent industry and university sector providing remote sensing products
and services to local governments. NASA should also develop a structured
procurement process by which local and state governments can acquire re-
mote sensing products and services in a cost-effective way, and should train
local and state government personnel how to identify their remote sensing
needs, define requirements, solicit and evaluate vendor bids and proposals,
administer remote sensing projects, and assess the results and benefits of
remote sensing projects.
6.7 Remote Sensing Transfer Process
As a result of the local Governments Lanisat Applications Project,
four local government jurisdictions were able to develop basic internal
capabilities to understand and utilize satellite remote sensing. It is
recommended that NASA continue to utilize the base of knowledge and cap-
abilities developed in these four jurisdictions for future research, de-
velopment and transfer of remote sensing systems for local governments
applications. These jurisdictions are members of a national network of
27 cities and counties: the Urban Technology System. Within this network
have been. developed mechanisms for identifying common technology problems,
exchanging technical information, and transferring technology innovations.
Through the Urban Technology System, and the related NSF-funded Urban Con-
sortium and Community Technology Initiatives Program networks, as well as the
PTI subscription system, there is a mechanism already developed and in place
for:eventually expanding and disseminating proven remote sensing applications.
1	 The involvement of sufficient local resources are required to transfer 	 ti
remote sensing technology to local governments. The involvement of top-
level management personnel and functional line departments as well as stuff
I .
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^i
	 departments such as planning is needed to ,obtain political support for the
project and insure that the results will support managemnt needs. The in-
volvement of multiple departments may be required in order to obtain suffi-
cient coordination and insure that all of the benefits of the technology are
identified. The involvement of a team of project personnel is needed to
insure a sufficient technical base to be self-sustaining. Therefore a pro-
ject team approach is recommended (Figure 6.3). The key elements of this
approach are representation from the chief executive's office, representatives
from the government departments that will be affected by the project, and per-
sons with specialized skills to conduct the project work. The project team
is headed by a Project Leader who provides direct liason to the chief execu-
tive, and is responsible for locally managing and coordinating the project.
Figure 6.4 shows the key elements of a recommended process for trans-
ferring remote sensing application. The process involves five steps:
i.^dentification and description of generic needs; identification and
evaluation of feasible technologies; adaptation of technology to user
requirements and cost constraints; packaging of proven applicationa;
dissemination of applications and technical assistance to implement
remote sensing applications. Figure 6.5 also shows how this process
has been and can be applied to PTI's and NASA's efforts to transfer
remote sensing applications to local governments. User needs were
first identified by a survey of Urban Technology System Technology
Agents in 1974. These needs were refined by a Remote Sensing User
Requirements Committee in 1976 and by the neodG identification pro-	 y
cea-es of PTI's other technology networks. Preliminary feasibility
fl
Program. - The next steps recommended are the adaptive engineering of the
Landsat system to the needs and requirements identified to date, leading
ito the packaging and dissemination of proven remote sensing applications,
'	 and finally implementation of self-sustaining remote sensing applications
in local governments.
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